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Senator Smith Dies
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The Late William T. Smith

State Senator William T. Smith,
63, died suddenly at his home in
Thomaston early this morning
Funeral services will be held at the
Thomaston Baptist Church at 2
p. m., Thursday with interment in
Attleboro, Mass.
A native of Attleboro, Mass., Mr.
Smith

operated

a

State-Wide

plumbing and heating ousn.ess
from Rockland and Thomaston for
several years and was widely known
in political circles. He served for
several years as a Representative
from the Thomaston class and then
served in the Senate for several
terms. Although ill for some time,
he has maintained a lively interest
in the affairs of the State.
He is survived by his wife, the
former Nellie Ludwig; a son. Wil
liam T. Smith, Jr., of Rockland, and
a brother. Earl C. Smith of Attle
boro, Mass. He is a son of Tho.sar
and Florence Smith of Attleborc
The first railroad in Albania was
completed in 1947

A Black Cat article in yesterady's
paper asks information regarding
“Meservey's Brass Quintette," a fa
mous dance music band of 40 to 55
years ago. At those dates I was a
personal friend of (Colonel) G. Fred
Meservey, but my connection with
this organization was as an “extra"
when they appeared on occasional
parade jobs for local and visiting
firemen's celebrations.
These occasions necessitated the
use of drums in addition to their
regular instrumentation. And as a
pounder of the smaller barrel shaped
instrument was where I officiated.
Late in the history of this popular
band some changes were made in
its membership, but probably not
much change in the instrumenta
tion.
Col. Meservey, the leader, was a
clarinetist; Bert Maddocks played
bass; Allie McDonald, baritone:
James ONeil, alto horn; different
players from time to time played
comet. George Rackliffe was the
dance promoter.
I am not sure as to the whole
original cast. Later, I believe, the
late George Blethen was with this
drive, also Charles S Montgomery,
now assistant director of the Rock
land City Band, plaved cornet, and
I am very sure Charles now Iras
much of the original Meservey
music, mostly manuscript com,posi
tions of that prince of dance band
leaders of the Gav Nineties.
Mr. Montgomery can supply any
information on this subject as he
was more intimately connected witi
the organization than any person
now' living, and probably could as
semble easily a quintette that could
p-odtice this old time music, note
for note. But among the many fine
clarinetists now in this section it is
extremely doubtful if one can be
found1 who can reproduce the thrill
of the music that the old “Colonel"
could.
Arthur Meservey of Thomaston

Saturday night 15 doctors and
nine directors of Knox County Gen
eral Hospital, sat down to a ban
quet at the Thorndike Hotel, and
it was very evident that they had
something on thelr minds besides
the feast which was being spread
before them.
j That "something” was the pre
sentation to Harold P. Blodgett ol
! a fine bronze cigar holder, a box ol
[ "Overlands,” his favorite smoke,
and a dozen oink roses, the last
1 named from a well wisher.
I The cause of it all was embodied
in the following testimonial:
I “A Testimonial in appreciation
of the long, faithful, efficient and
willing service of our friend and
co-worker, Harold P. Blodgett.
Resolved, that wc place upon our
records our grateful appreciation
for the untiring service he has ren
dered since Jan. 4 1926, a period of
i 22 years of consecutive service, as
' a member of the Board of Directors
| of Knox County General Hospital.
And as its president at various
times during his membership. He
has set the cornerstone around
which we pledge our time and tal
ents towards the upbuilding of a
greater institution.
"We extend to Mr. Blodgett our
sincere hope that he will enjoy fu
ture years of Health and Hapoiness.
Knox County General Hospital
Rockland High's hard work'ng
Ralph W. Lee. Pres.
basketball outfit will battle it out
Milton M. Griffin, Sec.”
Monday night in the Lewiston Ar
has in his possession the old clari mory with Westbrook for the cel
net that so many times was hea'd lar position in the Western Maine
above the note and confusion of Basketball Tournament. Winning
the old1 time dance Kail of eastern 12 and dropping 6, the Orange and
Maine.
A. Jay See.
[We do not often have an oppor Black outfit tied up Westbrook to
tunity to reprove A. Jay See, but the point where the selection of
wonder how he happened to omit ficials for the tournament decided
John E. Doherty, long time corne'- the only fair settlement of the tie
was a playoff game on a neutral
lst.—Ed.I
floor.
Game time will De 8 o'clock with
a strong delegation expected to fol
low the team to support them in
what will be the crucial game of
the season to date. The McDougal
coached squad has been hitting the
ball all season; dropping some
tough ones but taking some from
the best of them to stack up far

PLAYOFF FOR TOURNAMENT

Rockland vs. Westbrook At Lewiston Monday
For Tournament Berth

BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
VS.

CROSBY HIGH SCHOOL of Belfast
Tonight, Tuesday, February 24
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
GAME CALLED AT 7.30.

Harold P. Blodgett

Stonington Furniture Company I ment is also being installed, as will
will open its new quarters ir. the j be a department for draperies and
Farnsworth Block to the Public another for fireplace fixtures.
Thursday morning. Miss Sadie
Tlie company was first formed in
Marcus, owner and manager with Stonington in 1918 by the la’”
her mother, Mrs. Louis Marcus, Louis Marcus who established the
has arranged for special displays of Rockland store the same year.
the many lines which the sto -e The first location was in the Berry
carries with company representa Block which burned and was fol
tives being on hand for the open lowed by business in the space now
ing which will extend through Sat occupied by the Rockland Loan
urday.
Building Association in the Odd
Two spacious floors allow* an ad- Fellows Block. The block which
usual display of fine furnitu'.c. they occupied until last year was
The main floor Ls flourescent built especially for the store in 1921
lighted and lias show windows ex and was enlarged from time to
tending across the Main street time as the business increased.
front and the length of the build Miss Marcus and her mother new
ing on Elm street. Every part of own and operate the store with .he
the main floor is visible from the daughter tn direct managership of
street. The lower floor is fitted as the newly located establishment.
a display and sales section with
Over the main office hanges a
tile covered floor and unusually large picture of Mr. Marcus, late
effective lighting. Rest rooms and founder of the business whose rise
customer waiting rooms are also on in the business world was not only
this level.
as thrilling as an Alger success
Throughout the store, room set story, but was a high testimonial
tings have been established to give to his business accumen and wide
the customer a knowledge of Just personal popularity.
how the articles they are buying
During the strenuous days of
will appear in their homes. Ev irv moving Proprietor Sadie Marou,
room in the house has at least cne had a loyal crew' to aid her.
sample setting and some have sev augmented during the task o’
eral.
settling in the new store. Her
Several of the best trade names mother, Mrs. Louis Marcus, has al
in furniture are on the sales floor, ways been ready with wise counsel.
many exclusive with Stonington. Chauncey Banks, Clarence Storer
Included ar.e Pullman Khoehler. and Warren Martin have been ever
Heywood-Wakefield ar.d Cushman dependable. Dorothy and Priscilla
living room furniture; Atlantic ar.d Anderson have been ever faithful
Florence kitchen ranges; Red Mr, and Mrs. Eddie Woodward of
Cross ar.d Seely bedding; Hcy- Lowell. Mass., and John Post of
wood-Wakefield and Stork Line Rockland have been most helpful.
baby carriages; Armstrong and Ralph Brown, formerly with PaintCongoleum-Naim floor coverings' Furniture Co., has joined the staff
Admiral radios, lcfrigerators and as a regular. The signs were the
electric ranges; Alexander-Smith handiwork of Edgar Crockett and
rugs. A modem crockery depart John Lindahl.

ADMISSION 50c, incl. tax

Here’s Yeyr Invitation
to Our BIG, FREE

Invitation

Oi

AURORA LODGE
NO. 50—F. & A. M.

Bring the Family

ROCKLAND, ME.

Master Mason Degree
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 2 5

A

Supper at 6.30

better than an average season.
A win over the fast moving
Westbrook team Monday night will
land them in the tournament. Up
sets are not uncommon In tourna
ment play and even the last teams
chosen have been known to come
out the conference champions.
Could happen again.

Bibles For Graders
Two members of the Rockland
Camp of Gideons, Earl P. Bell and
Roger F. Conant, motored Tuesday
to Waldoboro where they placed
Gideon Testaments In the hands of
94 members of the Seventh and
Eighth Grades in the Waldoboro
High School Building.
Each Gideon visited a room, was
introduced briefly by Principal
Marshall; then, after outlining the
history of the Gideons, founded by
two Christian traveling men for
the purpose of distributing the
Scriptures, gave to each pupil a
copy of the New Testament as hts
own. Then followed a prayer of
dedication.
This distribution is a continua
tion of the Gdeon mission which
lias placed thousands of Bibles In
hotels .hospitals, and penal Insti
tutions, and thousands more of the
Testaments in the hands of mem
bers of the armed forces. It is
hoped that this specially bound
school edition may be made avail
able to every pupil in America's
schools

ANNOUNCEMENT!

CUNNINGHAM BROS., INC.
Union, Maine. Tel. 35
(Successors to R. P. Russell Co.)

We wish to announce to the public of Union, that on Febru
ary 16. 1948, we took over this established business and will con
tinue to carry the same High Grade Merchandise.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
BEGINNING AT 8.00 O’CLOCK

EVERYTHING FREE—EVERYBODY WELCOME
Gome and Bring the Whole Family

ON THE STAGE

FERRARI AND DICROSTA

We have a complete line of FRUITS, VEGETABLES, FRESH
AND COLD MEATS and nEAVY WESTERN BEEF. W’e also
plan to have a complete line of HARDWARE, moving and add
ing to the stock from the Burkett store.
W’e will welcome all of Mr. Russell's customers and invite
new ones. It is our hope that it will be a pleasure for you to
trade in onr Market.
CARL W. CUNNINGHAM,
ERNEST A. CUNNINGHAM.

A Clever Dancer with a Routine of Novel Stunts.

JOE DIETRICH
Master of Ceremonies Who Delights With Magic
Tricks and is a Master of Comedy.

ON TETE HREEN

Sensational Movie In Technicolor

TRI-COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.
"Yonr International Harvester Dealer”

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
FEATURING

^75

By The Roving Reporter

City Manager F. D. Farnsworth
will address W'inslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post, A. L, Thursday night at 8
o’clock, bringing a very important
message.

Wants “Lobster Bowl”

17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Call 1135-W For Service

PINE TREE MINSTRELS

Oratorical Contest

Heavy Proceeds

Firemen’s Ball In Camden
Netted $1500—Prizes
Amounting To $850
Husband Of Phyllis Moran Is
Given Away
Candidate For Selectman
Tlie
66th
annual Firemen's Ball
In Freeport
at Camden Opera House Friday

True Seeks Office

George L. True, Jr. of Flying
Point. Freeport, has announced his
candidacy for Republican nomina
tion for the office of selectman. He
! graduated from Brunswick High
School and Bowdoin College.
Since leaving Bowdoin in 1922 he
lias spent 26 years teaching in pub. 1’c and private schools, including
Green Mountain Junior College,
Clark School, Malden. Mass., High
School and Iewiston High School.
At Malden, where he spent 16 years,
he served as president of the teach
ers’ association and the Malden Em
ployes' Association. He also was a
j delegate to last Summer's conven' tion of the National Education As
sociation at Cincinnati. He was ap
pointed head of the science depart
ment at Lewiston High School last
Fall.
Mr. True is a member of the Ma
sons, New England Biological Asso
ciation and Alpha Tau Omego Fraiternity. He is married to the for' mer Phyllis Moran of Rockland and
they have one son, Robert M , who
i graduated from Bowdoin College

ROOMS
$6 SS,
DOUBLES—$8.00
Beat Room Value in Rockland
WINDSOR HOUSE

12 Myrtle St., Rockland
Tel. 670

POSITION WITH A FUTURE

To Benefit Community Building Fund

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25
Show Starts at 8.00 O’clock

Don’t Miss This Big Event! Lots of Songs!
Lots of Laughs!

Thanks, Bill Foster, for your
kind words, and your assurance
that The Black Cat will not be
drafted for hat hunting in Europe.

Yesterday I was shown a remark
able specimen of tatting, done 30
years ago, the material mercerized
cotton. And the artist was—a man
Charles Lowe, then of Vinalhaven,
An associated despatch from New who took up the work as a hobby.
York says:
"A Lobster Bowl may be added
Hez Crandall wonders why
to the nation’s set of High School George Rackliffe’s name has not
football dishes.
appeared in the Meservey Quintet
Richard E. Reed, Maine Com story—and it did in a Jay see's
missioner of Sea and Shore Fisher letter which was deferred to to
ies, said that he and Wayne Bux day's issue. As Hez remembers it
ton of the Maine Development the Quintet lineup was; Fred Me
Commission were talking up the servey, leader and clarinetist;
proposition with New York, New George Rackliffe, violin
and
Jersey and Connecticut spokes prompter: Prof. A. T. Crockett and
men.
John E. Doherty, E flat comets or
A team would be selected from alto horns; Bert Maddocks "bull
one of the three States to meet fiddle." "We hired the Quintet
Mane's best schoolboy eleven.
repeatedly for danoes in Vnalha‘Such a game would give the ven,” says Mr. Crandall.
schoolboys a chance to get a share
of the limelight now reserved for
Indusputable evidence as to the
college teams in Bowl games,’ Reed dates when Rockland Harbor was
said.
frozen over is furnished by Mrs.
He wouldn’t mind a bit, he Charles Fales of Maverick street
added, if Maine lobsters and other who shows me a clipping from the
sea foods got some national pub Boston Globe dated March 13,
licity out of It.”
1904, in which appears two inter
esting pictures. One shows coal
sleds headed out toward Owls
Head where a frozen-in schooner
had sl much needed cargo of coal
American Leaion Gives High The other picture shows a horse
in the haibor with D. M.
School Students Chance race
Murphy and Myrick H. Nash as the
drivers. The Globe article brought
To Win Prizes
interesting, retwHectlonr to me, as I
Tlie American Legion. Depart furnished it for the Boston paper.
ment of Maine, again will sponsor
Statewide High School oratorical
Rockland harbor was again icecontests for the eleventh year To locked in March, 1905, as shown by
be held in March, contest orations another illustrated article in the
will be on some phase of the United Boston Globe. Mrs. Fales also
States Const’tution.,
showed me some interesting local
The State contests will be part of pictures bearing on the unusual ice
a National competition for four conditions.
prizes totaling $8000 in scholarships.
State winners will go to a regional
Tlie wild geese which flew east
contest, expenses paid, with a ward over Rockland a few days ago,
chance at the National awards.
may have sniffed Spring somewhere
State finals will be held in Au in the offing, but I hope they had
gusta March 26 Local contests are not removed their Winter under
scheduled on or before March, and wear.
county contests prior to March 12.
First, second and third place
Maine winners will receive $75, $50
and $25 respectively.

SOCONY-VACUUM’S NEW

BOTTLED GAS

Tlie farm horse is due to make
its exit by 1955. the House Agri
culture Committee was told Wed
nesday. After that how will they
pull out automobiles which have
become embedded In the mud?

Com’r Reed Offers a Plug For
High School Football and
Maine Lobsters

YORKIE’S

15-16
. ■■

Faster CookingInstant Hot Water
Rf

82-T-tf

ADMISSION—ADULTS 60c; CHILDREN 30c

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Occasional water-running in gar
bage cans will prevent offensive od
ors. Galvanized steel containers are
rust resistant, do no harm—only
good.

COMPTON’S

One of America’s Greatest Musical Acts. Dicrosta
Plays Over Twenty Different Instruments. They are
“Tops” In Music.

GLORIA REED

Rotary meeting, called members’
attention to the glow emanating
from the Rotary bell. Clean as a
whistle, and shining as the sun,
due to the deft manipulation of a
Polishing cloth in .the hands of Pat
Lawrence.
The Club was honored by the ap
pointment of George Wood to the
Committee on Legislation that will
meet in Rio de Janiero. George
will represent this district.
Doc Jameson, correcting the
statement of last week, said that
Representative Smith had broken
her elbow, and not her arm, and
that it took much more fortitude
to endure the pain from a broken
elbow.
Carl Moran explained that while
Rastus was in mud only up to his
ankles, he needed assistance as he
had gone in head first.
In introducing the speaker Carl
said that it was of interest and
instructive to know of the voca
tions of the different members, and
as it was the expressed desire of
Rotary that each member tell
something of the conduct of his
business, he had asked one of the
members, Walter Morse, to give the
talk for the day.
Centering his talk on the F.T.D.,
Florists’ Telegraph Delivery Asso
ciation, Walter told how the Asso
ciation, growing out of the need of
better service to the public, was
formed in 1909-10. Fifteen florists
met to draw up rules and regula
tions for the guidance of the or
ganization. By 1914-15, the 15 had
increased to 340 members, and the
method of transmitting flowers was
well understood, a clearing house
was needed. The first clearing
house was opened in Detroit in
1930 It is now worldwide. The
clearing house works much as
banks work. Each member florist
has a manual giving a current list
of members in good standing. If
one wishes to send flowers to a
friend, say in New York, your
florist will call a New York florist.
New York becomes the point of
delivery.
There has been very little unethi
cal conduct among the florists. In
case of trouble, dissatisfaction, or
goods delivered inferior to those
stipulated, the sender may come
back on the receiver. All orders
go through the clearing house, and
a balance Is made between all ac
counts.
All member florists are bonded to
guarantee service. In 1910, the
guarantees were $6000 with 15
members, now there are over 7000
members with guarantees of $28,000,000. The value of the wire serv
ice alone is $33,000,000. The mer
cury emblem outside a florist’s
shop signifies that the florist is a
bonded member, and that good
service is a natural result.
The speaker described how the
two World Wars had stimulated
the growth of the telegraph serv
ice, and how by this means over
$8,000,000 worth of flowers had
been distributed in this country in
one year of last war. A common
denominator for exchange is al
ways at hand in a rate book that
quickly gives the right price.
People take advantage of this serv
ice for memorial days.
In the question period. Walter
gave an interesting and instruc
tive account of sub irrigation, sur
face irrigation, transplanting of
plants, means of getting best re
sults for root growth, and the use
of insecticides. Also a brief
description of the work going on in
Ohio University and University of
Maine in developing plant life, and
the control of pests.
The visiting Rotarians were Ar
thur F. Burke, Augusta; James H.
Duncan and Ralph P. Howe, Bel
fast.—R. L. W.

ISSUE

Volume 103........... Number 16.

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

The Rotary Club

TUESDAY

An old, established, aggressive, billion dollar Ufe insurance
company is interested in discussing the employment of one as
sociate in the Qty of Rockland.
If you art between the ages of 25 and 40 with snccess*ul
sales leaching or public contact experience and if you hare already
given some thought to building a business of your own, you may
qualify.
We offer a thorough course in training, adequate Resistance
and supervision, bonus and company pension to the person
selected.
Write fun particulars giving family status, age, experience,
previous earnings and two references to: M. 3. KRyi-i.Oiatrict Supervisor, I» NORWAT"EGAD; BA NG45R, MAINE. 12-tf

night drew 1,000 people and netted
the department an estimated $1500
which goes into the department
fund for the assistance of sick and
Injured firemen.
Music was furnished for the
dance by Joe Avery's Orchestra of
Bath.
Drawing of prizes, under the di
rection of Chief Alan Payson, gave
away a total of $825 in merchandise
prizes donated by Camden and
Rockland merchants during the
drawing. Yet unclaimed are num
bers 1187. $25 In cash; 225, $25 In
trade at Prince Decorators; 1785,
one ton of coal; 940. a lamp from
Burpee’s: 46. $19 radio set; 36. an
overcoat worth $45 from Haskell 6c
Corthell's and 1636 Knox blankets.
A total of 162 prizes was draws
during the evening.
Chief Alan Payson of tlie depart
ment headed the dance committee
and was assisted by a large com
mittee of members of the depart
ment.
earlier this
Record.

month. — Brunswick

Experts in the field cstlm
that between 1.000.000 and 2,0t
000 eople arc asked questions evi
year by public opinion pollers.

UPHOLSTERING
Quality Economy Service
The Best in Upholstering
Satisfactory Prices
Guaranteed Two Weeks’ Service
|.Make Your Furniture Like New|
Again!
For Free Estimates Call—

PERRIN’S
UPHOLSTERING
CO.
ITER 1551-W, ROCKLAND, M
BUDGET TERMS

393 MAIN ST,

ll-Ul
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $4.00 per year, payable ln advance; single copies five cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

Star Alley League
Reporter Emerges From Two
Weeks’ Siesta With
Ten Games

A two weeks’ report on the Star
[EDITORIAL]
Alley League will be made right now,
the reports being delayed due to a
RURAL REGIONS GAINING
slight slip on signals by S. A. R.
Spruce Head took four from
Back to the country appears to be the residential trend
Snow’s Feb. 9, Davis high, 282, and
in the Northeastern States, for statistics show that the rural
W Willis 107
population of nine States increased 1, 400,009 during the past
The Water Company also won
seven years.
four from Perry’s Feb. 10, Ames was
Urban population gained only 1,900,000, despite wartime
high man with 291 and Ames anu
sliifts of farm workers to dockyards and war plants during
Epstein the single, 101.
that period.
Improved1 living standards in rural homes
The Lime Co won four from the
account for the increasing attraction of country life, says a
Rockland Wholesale; Charles Lawry
Tile Council of America report on population trends and their
high 303, and Taylor the single, 123,
effect on postwar building.
on Feb. 11.
The marcli of science into the rural residence, bringing
Peb. 12, the Odd Fellows took four
such conveniences as gas ranges, tiled bathrooms and auto
from Swift’s, with Milton Benner
matic heating, has made country housekeeping easier, the
showing his old form and being high
report points out. Rural homes with such improvements, plus
all around with 308 and 113.
entertainment features like radio and home movies, boast the
On the same night the Gulf and
same attractions as city dwelling, lt adds. Total population
Snow's tangled In that roll-off game
Increase in the Northeastern section since 1949 is 3,339.000.
and the oilers snatched four. Colbv
was high with 290; Colbv and W.
The section includes New England, New York, New Jersey and
WUlls tied with 104 for single.
Pennsylvania.
Friday the 13th. Gulf ran into a
fast freight, the lowly M. C. R. R.
stole four points, the first team to
WALLACE AND “SINGING COWBOY”
put it over the oilers. Sleepen was
high with 318 and 119.
If Henry Wallace’s third party actually materializes his
Last week on Monday. Snow's put
name will not be the only one on the ticket, for U. S. Senator
the Water Co. out four to one. Dan
Glen H. Taylor of Idaho is said to have been slated as his
gerous Doak was hlih with 311 and
Gatcombe single 118
running mate. Taylor is known as the "singing cowboy,’’ guar
Tuesday. Perry's team almost won
anteeing to the third party a most colorful ticket. Nobody
out over Spruce Head three to two
expects Wallace and Taylor to win, but they would doubtless
for the headers. Davis was hlgn
provide a presidential campaign such as this country has
with 303 and W. Drinkwater slnfie
120.
never seen since that never-to-be-forgotten year when Blaine
Wednesday, Swift’s lost five to
and Logan ran against Cleveland and Hendricks.
the Rockland Wholesale. Lawry was •
high with 298 and Hilgrove single I
293.
ACTIVITIES OF THE RAILROADS
This defeat anchored the meat
outfit aiway down in the basement
The Association of American Railroads Ls evidently ex
position.
pecting a busy year, for it reports that 119,711 new freight
Gulf and I.O.O.F., no game Thurrcars were on order as of Feb. 1. The backlog of new loco
day.
Friday night found the M.C.RR
motive orders now- amounts to 1513. A total of 8240 newon the loose, taking four from the
freight cars and 77 new locomotives were placed ln service
Lime Co. Whitey was high ail
during January.
around with 333 and 126. his 333
being a new league aecord for three.
At the 11-weeks’ mark. Spruce
MEAN BUSINESS, MAYBE
Head Is on top once more; onlv
Gulf has two games to roll off, one I
The fight of the Southern States aganist the Truman
being with the lobster lads.
leadership of the Democratic party is evidently not all wind.
Swift’s Is now on the bottom In
In Misssissippi, for instance, the Democrats are raising $100,the deep freeze.
The standing:
000. to be spent in gaining support for combatting antiWon Loot
Southern legislation. Southern hospitality may come to
13
Spruce Head ........... .... 37
naught, but it is giving the leaders an opportunity to say
13
Gulf
.... 32
21
what, they think about the man Truman.
Snows ..............
... 34
23
Water Co....................... 32
21
... 26
I. O O F
28
Rockland Wholesale . ... 27
32
M. C. R. R.................... 23
33
Perry's .................. .... 22
28
Lime Co................ .... 17
40
Swift’s .......................... 15
Spruce Head 4, Snow 's 1
AND THE
Spruce Head—W. Drinkwater 263,
Davis 282. Alley 270. K. Drinkwater
268. A. Drinkwater 270, total 1353
Snow's— S. Willis 276. Loss-ell 258,
Genevicz 272, W. Willis 271, Gat
County Agent. R. C. Wentworth, Spear; West Rockport. Mrs. Annie
combe 264, total 1341.
met with the Jeffersonian Farmers Starr; Simonton, Mrs. Alma Ulmer,
Perry’s 1, Water Co. 4
Tenant's Harbor, Miss Edith Mur
Perry’s—Bernstein 237, Epstein Monday night at the home of Gor ray; Union, Mrs. Marion Calder
274, Cook 275, Gray 248, Hobbs 262. don Perry and showed slides on wood; Vinalhaven. Miss Edith
total 1296
bees, blueberries, dairying and Grimes; Warren. Mrs. Martha
Water Co—Winslow 253, Curtis other farm projects. Lloyd Hodg Campbell; and Washington, Mrs.
263, Bartlett 258, Doak 251, Ames kins, president, conducted the Madolyn Turffs.
291, total 1316.
business meeting at which there
Eggs are coming to market in in
Wholesalers 1, Lime Co. 4
was 100 percent attendance of creasing quantities and eggless
Rockland Wholesale — Hilgrove club members Frank Flagg is Thursday has been discontinued273, Korhonen 262. Curtis 228, O’Dell leader of this outstanding boys’ two good signs that Spring is just
club and four meetings have been around the corner. Spring and
243, Lawry 303, total 1309.
Lime Co—Melvin 236. Snowman reported to date with 100 percent early Summer are the seasons
270, Wentworth 246, Taylor 302, attendance.
when eggs are most plentiful and
Simonton’s Comer Ayrshire Dairy generally lowest in price, and when
Laine 278, total 1332.
boys are planning to fix up a they deserve a prominent place on
I. O. O. F. 4, Swift Co. 1
‘‘olub house” at the home of the
I. O. O. F—Benner 308, Chaples assistant leader, Cecil H. Annis. the housewife's shopping list.
257, Jameson 258, Achorn 276, These ambitious boys are planning
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
Makinen 260, total 1358.
to do some photography work
for a pair of good glasses. 402
SwiEt C—Anastasio 259, Baum along with their gardens and dairy trist,
?ld County Road, Rockland. Me
251, Richardson 274, Robinson 264 animals.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m.. Mon
Roes 247, total 1306.
Maine’s 5000 4-H club boys and day. Wednesday and Saturday
Snow's 4, Golf 1,
girls will observe National 4-H fhone 590-M. City.
lOtf
The
Snow’s—S. Willis 230, C. Lowell Club Week, March 1 to 7.
253, L. Genevicz 253, W. Willis 289, theme of the week is, “Better
Homes Today Make Better Citizens
F. Gatcombe 258, total 1333.
Gulf—Sleeper 257, Murphy 243. Tomorrow.” Bmhasts in Maine
Colby, 290, L. Drinkwater 258, Dan will be on organizing new clubs
and securing club enrollment
ielson 273, total 1324.
early.
M. C. R. R. 4, Gulf 1
With The Homes
M. C. R R.—Whitey 280, Ander
Clothing leaders attending the
son 259, Bourne 263. Rufus 298,
Rockland training class are: Ap
Brackett 276. total 1376
All Types of Commercial
Gulf—Sleeper 318, Hallowell 242 pleton. Mrs. Bessie Jackson: Cam
Colby 271, L. Drinkwater 267, Daniel den, Mrs. Nettie Duffell; Friend
Photography;
Groups,
ship, Mrs. Ruth Prior: Orff's Cor
son 257, total 1355.
ner, Mrs. Hazel Ludwig: Owl's Weddings, Industrial,
Water Co. 1, Snow’s 4
Mrs. Edna Wotton and Mrs.
Water Co.—Winslow 248. Curtis Head,
Marine and Insurance,
269, Bartlett 240, Doak 311, Ames Mae Holt; Rockport, Mrs. Mary
285, total 1353.
Aerial.
Snow's—Raymond 258, Ix>well 273 Drinkwater 296. A. Drinkwater 254.
Genevicz 257, W. Willis 297, Gat total 1369
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
R. W. Co. 5, Swift’s 0
combe 298, total 1383.
Perry's 2, Spruce Head 3
R. W. Cc —Hilgrove 293. Korhonen
Perry’s—McPhee 271, Bernstein 275, D. Curtis 266. O Dell 283, Lawry
242, Cookie 274, Gray 253, O'Dell 296, total 1403.
Swift’s—Richardson 238, Robin
282, total 1322.
TEL. 907 or 770
Spruce Head—K. Drinkwater 246. son 270. K. Drinkwater 277, Anas97*tf
tasio
274,
Roes
271,
total
1330.
Davis 303, N. Drinkwater 270, W.
Lime Co. 1, M. C. R. R. 4
Lime Co—Melvin 260, Wentworth
263, Snowman 267, Lane 304, Tay
lor 270 total 1364.
M. C R. R —Anderson 248. Bourne
274, Whitey 333, Brackett 301, Rufus
268, total 1424.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

Sidney L. Cullen

RADIATOR SERVICE

l. w.

McCartney

PLUMBING AND HEATING
“The kind of work you swear by, ant
not at.”

156 NEW COUNTY RD. ROCKLAND
TEL 1363-J

12-17

USB
GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS
WE

MILLER'S
GARAGE

WALLPAPER
HIGHEST QUALITY
FINE ASSORTMENT

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

BicknelTs Hardware

Sfi-Sl BANKIN ST.,

509-513 MAIN J3T., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1574
WE DELIVER

boouahd 97-T-U

Don’t wait for motor-overheat l«
warn you your Radiator needs Serz' icing!
By that time some damage
I is done—or there wouldn't be ex
cess heat!
Our moderate charge
I for Radiator Cleaning and minor
1 Repairs is an investment in Motor
iSafety!

Fireproof Garage Co.
WINTER STREET, ROCKLAND
TEL 889
13-19

RECENT BASKETBALL GAMES
McRae, lg.......
Whittier, lg ....
Duff, rg ..........
McConchle, lg

Crosby 56, Waldoboro 18
The Crosby High School team of
Belfast moved in onto the Waldo
boro court Friday night, and did
shameful things to the local stu
dents, who trailed as follows at the
end of the four periods: 21 to 5, 36
to 9. 49 to 11 and 56 to 18. Smith
had a field day, with 26 points.
Crosby (56)
F.
P
G.
8
Breslin. If
3
2
2
Paul, If ...
1
0
Moores, If
0
O
0
12
2
26
Smith, rf
Whitcomb, rf ........ 0
0
0
Walker, c .............. 2
2
6
12
Clements, c .......... 6
2
Starrett, c ..... -.... 0
0
0
a
Crosby, lg ............ 1
0
Taylor, lg ............. 0
0
0
S Johnson, lg ...... 0
0
o
P. Johnson, rg .... 0
0
0
Aubin, rg............... 0
0
0
............... 24
8
Waldoboro (18)
G.
F.
W. Moody, If ........ 2
1
Lee, if ................. 0
0
Holmes, rf ............ 4
0
Pcaccck, c ....
0
0
Dell, c ................... 0
1
D. Moody, lg ........ 2
0
Winehenbaih, rg .. 0
0
Totals

Totals ..........

Tuesday-Friday
Holmes, rg ............ 0

Belfast (27)
G

Lothrop. If ..... -....
McGuire, rf ......
Knox, c ...... '........
Howard, c ...........
Webber, lg ...........
Rockingham, rg ....

2
5
4
0
0
0

New winch, wire and twin I-ft drags.
Chrysler marine engine; was yacht.
Could be reconverted into pleasure
craft.

E. W. DORR
TEL 7-2, CASTINE, ME.
16*17

P
5

6
8

Stonington Furniture Company’s

t)
1
4
0

STORE

Lincoln 53. Boothbay 28

F.
2
1
1
2
2
0
1
1

P
2
5
3
4
24
2
3
1

13
Totals ................. 20
Boothbay Harbor (24,
F.
0
Cannors, If ............ 2
0
Mitchell, rf ..... „.... 2
0
Spofford, rf ............ 1
1
Gray, c .... ............. 2
0
Blake, lg ...........
2
1
Lewis, lg ..........
0
1
Moore, rg ............ 3
1
Pierce, rg ......-..... 0

53

G.
0
2
1
1
11
1
1
0

BOAT FOR SALE
Boat 32 ft x 10 ft, Scallop Dragrer.

56

Boothbay Harbor was no match
for Lincoln Academy in Friday
night’s game at Newcastle Page
paraded for 24 points. Lincoln had
a long lead in every period.

Pease, If ...............
Brewer, If ..............
Anderson, If ..........
Ballantine, rf........
Page, c ......
Spencer, lg ......
Sprague, rg ........
Lessner, rg ........

0

Totals ............... 11
5
27
Referees, Simpson, Karl. Time
4-lOs.
• • • •
Camden's miracle team, the Le
gionnaires, defeated Bangor A. A
101 to 59 last night.

18
Totals ............. 8
Referee Quinn. Time, 4-8s.
Meantime the Crosby J.V.s were
beating the Waldoboro J.Vs 28 to 20
• • • •

Lincoln (53)

0

Farnsworth Memorial Building
352 Main Street at Elm Street

P.
4
4
2
5
4
1
7
1

ROCKLAND, MAINE

28
Totals ..............
12
Referee: Dysart. Time: 4 8s.
• * * *
Rockland High School stands a
chance of figuring in the Western
Maine Class L tournament. But to
do this our boys must beat West
brook which they have been or
dered to meet in a playoff. The
other schools in this tournament
are: Biddeford, Cheverus and
Deering of Portland. Edward Little
of Auburn, Morse of Bath. Port
land and South Portland.
Western Maine's officials will be
Dominique Bruno of Augusta,
Johnny Fortunato and Hyme Shan
ahan of Lewiston and Into Suomi
of Cumberland Center.
Charles Wotton will be one of the
officials in the Eastern Maine
tournament.
• • • •
Displaying a beautiful passing at
tack the Rcckland Dodges sound
ly whipped a good Belfast Club
69-27. The merchants who have
been playing in the Brewer tourney
the past two weeks was figured on
giving the Dodges a tougher game
than they did
Rockland, went ahead early in the
scorng department, leading 17-6 in
the first period, 37-14 at the half,
and 56-22 in the third stanza.
Spaulding and Allen were in the
double column. Spaulding being
high man with 24 points, wh'le
Allen swished for 21 points. Mc
Guire paced the Belfast Five with
13 points.
The score:
Rockland <69)
G.
F.
P.
Spaulding, If ........ 9
6
24
Allen, rf ............... 10
1
21
G. Whittier, c...... 2
1
5
Flint, c .................. 5
0
10
Peterson, lg .... .... 0
0
0

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

FEB. 26th, 27th, 28th
Come In and Inspect Our Fine New Store
and Receive Chance on Our Gift Drawing
Everyone signing our Guest Register will be given a

Numbered Ticket for Our Gift Drawing which will take
place 8:00 p. m. Saturday, February 28, 1948.

You do not have to be present to receive Our Opening
Day Gifts. Come in and register ... you may receive any

one of the following....

1st Prize Gift - Admiral Comb. Radio-Record Player
2nd Prize Gift - Innerspring Mattress

Ordinance Notice
The following ordinance had final
passage at a special meeting of the
City Council held February 20. 1948.
and will become effective twenty days
after date of this publication unless
suspended from going into operation
by valid referendum thereof.
Article 8 of Chapter 25 of the Revised
Ordnances of the City of Rockland Is
hereby amended by adding the follow
ing sections:
Sec. 419. Application For Hood
Any person, for himself, his fi: m or
corporation, may make application to
the Chief of Police for a hood to be
used on parking meters. Such appli
cation shall set forth the purpose for
which the hood Is needed, by whom it
will be used, the approximate length
of time it will be required each day,
and such other information as the
Chief of Police may require. Upon
receipt of the application the Chief of
Police shall make an investigation and
shall present the application together
with his report to the City Manager.
Sec. 420. Chief of Police may Issue
hoods.
The Chief of Police may, with the
written approval of the City Manager,
issue to the applicant a hood to be
used for the purposes stated ln the ap
plication.
The application shall be
made in duplicate, and if a hood is is
sued, the original application shall be
filed in the office of the Chief of Po
lice, and the copy delivered with the
hood to the individual. Every person
receiving a hood, shall receipt for the
same, shall agree to use lt for the pur
poses described in the application, and
to return it to the Chief of Police when
no longer needed, ln as good condition,
reasonable wear and tear excepted as
when delivered to him. Every person
receiving such a hood shall deposit
with the Chief of Police the cost of the
hood which deposit shall be returned
to him when the hood ls returned.
Sec. 421. Use Of Hoods—restrictions.
Hoods Issued under this ordinance
may be restricted for use on a single
meter or several meters. The use of
any hood on any meter for a period
longer than one hour ls prohibited ex
cept by special permission from any
member of the Police force, which per
mission shall be required for each
specific occasion and for definite rea
sons necessitating the extension of he
one hour limit. The use of a hood may
be revoked by the Chief of Police upon
evidence of abuse of the privileges or of
violation of limitation as to time.
Sec. 422. Law Enforcement Agencies.
Hoods may be issued to law enforcement agencies without formal applica
tion for unlimited use while on officlal business.
GERALD U MARGESON
16- H
City Clerk

3rd Prize Gift - Floor Lamp
4th Prize Gift - Pair Boudoir Lamps
5th Prize Gift - Smoking Stand
*

Visit with us on these opening days and become familiar
with the Nationally Known Products We Sell.

Many of the following lines are exclusive with us...
Admiral Radios and Refrigerators — Kroehler and Pullman Upholstered Furniture — Hnyward-Wakefield,

Cushman, Conant-Ball Dining Room, Living Room and Bed Room Furniture — Alexander Smith Rugs __
Armstrong and Congoleum-Nairn Floor Coverings — Baby Carriages, High Chairs and Other Infant and

Children’s Furniture by Hayward-Wakefield, Hedstrom-Union and Storkline — Red Cross and Seelye

Mattresses — Atlantic and Florence Ranges — Youngstown Kitchen Equipment — Cavalier Cedar Chests,
and many makes of Draperies and Curtains.

1
j

I
,

|

Stonington Furniture Co.
352 Main Street

T$|- 980

Rockland, Maine

<

Tuesday-Trlday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

-T
Peb. 27—At Warren. 120th Anniversary
Observance, Second Congregational
Opurch.
Match 1 to 31—Annual Red Cross Fund

Drive.

AMarch 11—Annual Birthday Banquet.
Methodist Church
March 15—Waldoboro Town Meeting.
March 15—Union town meeting.
March
17—Knox County
Infantile
Paralysis Ball at Community Build
ing.
March 28—Easter
April 1-2 Republican State conven
tion In Portland
April 1-3—Annual Carnival of Rock
port High School.
April 2-3—Democratic State Convention.
April 9-10—Democratic State Conven
tion In Augusta.
May 3—Annual P.T A. Ball at Com
munity Building.
May 12-10—At Rockland, Maine An
nual Conference of the Methodist
Church.
June 21—Primary Election.

Tl,e many local friends of Paul
Payson, now of Island Falls, will be
Interested In the announcement
that he has won one of the male
singlng roles in the new University
of Maine Masque and Gown productlon "Then and Again." Payson,
a sophomore, has played and arranged musical scores for various
plays.

Mrs. Felicia Dodge, Camden
street, is a patient at Knox Hospital
suffering from a compound fracture
of her left arm sustained in a fall
Friday night on the steps at St.
Bernard's Church.
Miss Gloria Wit ham has recently
returned from a four day ski trip
at Petedboro, N. H., where she had
the opportunity to take expert ski
instruction.

There wll be a milk fund benefit
card party at the Tyler School on
Warren street, Wednesday at 8
p m. A prize for each table, and
refreshments will be served. Those
(willing to make up a table please
call Mrs. Mildred Edwards.
Knox Dodge, I. O. O F will hold
a special drill meeting on the third
degree at 8 o’clock Wednesday
night.

Victor F. Atwood is acting agent
for the Maine Central Railroad in
the absence of Agent Frank L. Cars
ley who is vacationing in Florida.

Frederick U. Waltz has sold the
business known as the Park Street
/Lunch, to Walter Kaler. who Ls now
operating It.
Manager Alex Wettengel of the
Hotel Rockland will be host at din
ner Wednesday night to the Kippy
Kamlval Queen, Gloria Studley and
her attendants, Mona Joyce,, Bar
bara Fuller, Jean Young and Nat
alie Nash.

Remember the Infantile Paralysis
Benefit Bal! March 17 at Commun
15*22

ity Building.

Vtolt Lucien K Oreen & Sorta,
wcona noor, 18 School street Odd
'Fellows Block. City, for Furs. Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
MW

The Brooklyn Dally Eagle of Peb.
7 said: ‘Col. Tracv K. Healev of 1
Nevins street. Brooklyn, who served
In Africa and Italy as chief of den
tal service of the King’s County The Original Organizers Have
Hospital Unit, has received the
Been Replaced By a New
Conspicuous Service Cross and Ci
Board
tation from Governor Dewey, He
won the Bronze Star while in Man
Waldoboro, Feb. 18.
tua, Italy." Di. Healey Ls a former
The first annual members meet
Rockland boy and graduated from ing of Co-operative Lockers, Inc.,
Rcckland High School in 1910. Con- is now a matter of history. It was
gratulaions, Tracy.
held according to schedule in the
Waldclboro High School.
Mary R. Carrillo of Rockland,
Ray N. Atherton, marketing
daughter of Mrs. Mary C. Carrillo of specialist, of the University o.'
the Bronx. N Y C., ls co editor of Maine came down for the occasion
the Newman Club Tidings, official and spoke about the success of all
organ of the University of Maine of the locker plants in the State.
Newman Club, with Walter St. Onge. He stated that a survey of local
Jr. of Torrington, Conn. M ss Car conditions surely points to the
rillo is a Freshman studying the success of this business because all
Liberal Arts and Nursing course
the requirements for such a
She Ls a member of the Pl Beta of
plunt und its business are here.
Phi Sorority.
Mr. Atherton was particularly re
assuring in his statement affected
Miss Gloria William is on the by
general ‘business conditions
Dean’s list for the first semester at throughout
the country, provided it
Sargent College.
is properly managed for the bene
The Red Cross Motor Service will fit of the farmers and other
meet tonight at the Red ross rooms clients.
A moving picture in color was
in Rockland.
shown by Roland A. Genthner.
The City Council, in a special ses- This picture was a demonstration
siop Friday n ght. passed an ordi of methods of preparing foods for
nanceauthorizing the use of park- freezing as recommended by the
-ing meter hoods on meters in front General Electric Company tech
of business establishments where nicians. Frozen foods can be very
the owners of thp business were also pleasing both to the eye and taste.
the property owners. The ordi
Coffee and doughnuts were served
nance, wh ch was given second nnd to about 60 people after the meet
public hearing, becomes law in 20 ing. it seems to be the concensus
days. Hoods are already In the hands of opinion that there is an espe
of city officials for distribution. cially good cook in North Waldo
Each hood will bear the meter num boro who makes a bread known by
ber for which it Ls intended and some as coffee rings. Such a
will not be legal on any other. How piece or art appeared in the cen
ever, the use of hoods w 11 not per ter of the buffet and we wonder
mit the owner and user to violate how it could possibly be improved
the one hour parking law which is as they say bread does by freezing.
still in effect,
Of course, the particular busi
ness of this meeting was to elect
BORN
a complete set of directors to re
Graves—At Bowman, Mont., Feb 22. place those who organized the co
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Oraves, a
operative Tlie following was the
daughter.
Young-—At Vinal Maternity Home. result of this election: Fred Webel,
Feb. 23, to Mr and Mrs Fred B Young, Kenneth K. Weston and Roland A.
a son—Kevin.
Genthner were elected to serve one
Philbrook—At Vinal Maternity Home,
Feb. 21, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Phil year, Herbert Spear, Bernard New
brook of Appleton, a son— Eugene Ar bert. and Frank Salmi were elect
thur.
ed to serve two years. Foster D.
(Jordon—At the Mary Wentworth
Maternity Home. Vinalhaven. to Mr Jameson. Ivan Scott, and VeilLs C.
______
and Mrs. William Gordon, a son. John Weaver were elected to serve for
Thomas
three years. At an early meeting
Achorn—At Waldoboro, Feb. 16, to of the new board of directors,
Mr. and Mrs. David Achorn (Evelyn
officers will be elected and in
Wotton), a son.
stalled.
MARRIED
The President. Foster D. Jame
Richards-Nutt—At Rockland, Feb. 22. son. appointed S Austin Wallace
Roland Leroy Richards of Thdmaston’ chairman. Albert B. Elwell and
Lea:rice Carleen Nutt, of Stanton Hanna, a committee of
by Rev. Dr. John Smith
three to submit six names to be
Lowe..
Brann-DeMass—At Rockland. Feb 18. voted on for the selection of three
Alton N Brann and Lucille G DeMass, directors at the next annual meet
both of Rockland.—by Rev. J Charles
ing of members in February, 1949
MacDonald.
Gule-Wood—At Decatur. Ill.. Feb. 15.
Everyone seems to agree that
Howard S. Gule, formerly of Dutch this was an enjoyable and well
Neck, and Miss Audrey E. Wood
spent evening.

Co-operative Lockers
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IS 120 YEARS 0LD

Baptist Fellowship

Warren Church Friday Night

Tlie Northern New England Rally
cf the Conservative Baptist Fellow
ship is to be held in the First Bap
tist Church of Rockland Thursday. 1
The princ pal speakers will be Dr.
Carey S. Thomas of Altoona, Pa.,
Rev. Robert L. Carlberg of Fall
River. Mass., and Rev. Milton G.
Baker of Dover, N. H. Others will
represent each of the New England
states.
The sessions will be at 130 and
7.30 and the public is cordially in- i
vi ted.

ICE CREAM
10-tf

SINCE 1855

Glidden Memorials
LUTHER W. GLIDDEN
TIL

73. THOMASTON „

61-tf

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rccklapd Tel. 910
558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MR

84-tf

1 30 P M —Devotions.
E H Keazlrlan
t.46 P. ri.—Panel Presentations
The Conservative Baptist Fellowship,
Robert L. Carlberg
I The Conservative Missionary Society.
,
Milton G. Baker
2 15 P M—A period for Discussion
3.00 P M —"The Present Day Challenge
To Conservatism."
Dr, Carel S. Thomas, Altoona. Pa.
3.45 P.
Prayer Fellowship
4.00 P M. Forum Presentations.
"Problems Confronting New England
Conservative

Second Congregational Church in Warren

Baptists

'*7x1.1 "

4 30 P M —A Period for Discussion
Six Pastors representing all New Eng
land States
Catered Supper. 6PM
served in the Church, 75 cents per
plate; reservations in advance
7.30 P M Devotions.
E. B Hunt
Special Music,
Address - "Conservative Certainties,’’
Dr. Carey S Thomas
Note: The Evening Session will be
conducted, apart from the supper pro
gram. In the Sanctuary.

The 120th anniversary of the I. ___The - early
_ - -public services. of the
founding of the Second. Congrega Second Congregational Society were
tional church in Warren will be held at the Old Court House, now
offices for Warren's town officials.
marked Friday night by a special Attempts were made to form a
annversary service at the church union with the original church, for
auditorium, at 7, arranged by the a time, in order the Second Church
deacons, deaconesses, and standing might have a meeting house, but
committee of the church with the this did not come about.
assistance of the pastor. Rev. Ed
In 1831. a meeting house for the
STARRETT—HAVENER
Second Congregational Society was
ward L. Manning.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E. Haven
An invitation has been extended buit on the site of the present er, Sr., of Broadway, Rockland,
all the Congregational Churches building, this original building a have the pleasure of announcing
in the county to attend, and to the part of the present structure. Plain the engagement of their daughter
and without a spire, the interior Beverly Alice to James Patterson
Baptist Church of Warren also.
The service will be highlighted contained an elevated pulpit for Starrett, son of Mr. and Mrs James
by a tribute to the 50-year mem the pastor, opposite which, in a T. Starrett of Good Washington
bers of the church, words written more elevated position, was the avenue. Mifflinton. Penn
by Mrs. Maurice Lermond to the ringing gallery. Dedication exer
Miss Havener graduated from
tune of “Aurelia,” to be sung by cises for this building were held Rockland High School in the class
Jan.
16,
1833.
both the adult and junior choirs
oi 1943. She attended Ohio Slate
The spire built in 1855. was University in 1945 and graduated
The anniversary day address en
titled. “An Important Date,” will blown off in the gale of 1869. Since from the Fisher School of Boston,
be deivered by the pastor. Rev. Mr. then the original building lias been Mass., in June, 1947 Miss Havener
Manning. Other numbers of inter altereo several times, with the add is now employed as secretary-stenest planned, are, the prayer of re- ition of the chapel in January 1878. Orapher at Hurd’s Offset Service,
dedlcation led by Rev. H. I Holt of Extensive alterations were made in Springfield,, Vermont.
Mr. Starrett graduated from
Camden, a former pastor of the 1886 under the Rev. Arthur G. Petchurch; greetings from the War tenglll, and rededication services Juniata High School, Mifflinton,
ren Baptist Church by Rev Lee A were held in September 1887 A new Penn., in the class of 1938. He at
Perry, pastor of the church; script pipe organ was installed in 1884. tended Gettysburg College, Gett.ysure lesson led by the Rev. Lynn V and the pulpit replaced by a more burg, Penn., for three years prior
Farnsworth of Camden, tormei modern one. Stained glass windows to entering the U S. Air Force in
pastor of the Second Congregation were installed and two entrances Sept. 1941. He was stationed in
al Church; a historical sketch by made from the church vestibule to Texas before leaving for overseas
Deacon Herbert K. Thomas: ar he church auditorium, in which duty in Oct. 1944. There he served
anthem by the junior choir; an an the seating capacity was increased in the New Guinea campaign and
niversary anthem: "Lovely Appear." to 320 bv building an extension on Southern Philippine. He was hon
by Gounod sung by the combined the front of the building for the orably discharged in Jan. 1946. Mr.
choirs- numbers by the adult choir argaii The spire was replaced. Starrett graduated from Babson
“Just for the Present Hour.” by Wil Further decoration was carried out Institute of Business Administra
tion. Babson Park. Mass., in June.
son; and offertory, All Thy Mar (n 1914 and again in 1942.
The present pastor of the Sec 1947. He is now employed in the
DIED
velous Works” by Mere.
LOVINA (AYLWARD) ELDRED
Music for the observance has ond Congregational Church is Rev. purchasing department at Fellows
Smith—At Thomaston. Feb 24. Wll
Services were held Sunday at the been under the superivision of Mrs Edward L. Manning, who came Gear Shaper Company, Springfield,
llam T. Smith, age 63 years. Funeral
Thursday 2 p m. f om 'Thomaston Bap Burpee Funeral Home for Mrs Willis R. Vinal and organist for ’’rom the Congregational Church of Vermont.. No date has been set for
tist Church. Burial in Attleboro Mass Lovina Avlward! Eldred, Rev. John
the evening will be Mrs. David Geer Isle, last June to take over the wedding.
Kllleran—At Rockland. Feb 17. Vinal
the pastorate. He had been called
Killeran of Thomaston, age 81 years. Smith officiating. The floral dis Oxton.
Java, which sold 2,590.000 goat
5 months, 24 days. Entombment In play was of extraoidinary beauty.
Second Conaregationni church In to Deer Isle, in 1942, as student
Thomaston. Burial in Friendship in Her class of 1916, Rockland High Warren was organized Feb. 27. 1828. oaMor cf the Deer Isle Congrega skins to America In 1940 is resum
the Spring.
School, was in attendance. Cor- by 23 persons. 13 men and 10 wom tional Churches, and was ordained ing the trade, on a very small scale,
Chaples—At Rockland. Earle TJ. Cha
W’ith Europe as the principal pur.
pies, age 64 years. Burial In Sea View mitta! services were held at the en who met at the home of Wil in 1943. He became full pastor <f
Cemetery in the Spring.
Aylward family lot at Sea View liam McLelland for that purpose, the Li’tle Deer Congregational chaser.
Copeland—At Warren. Feb. 03 Elsie cemetery. The bea.ers were: Frank
having deemed it best to withdraw' Church in 1945 He received a BD
When a white garment has been
M. Copeland, widow of Joseph N. Cope
the First Congregational degree from the Bangor Theologi scorched, rub with cloth dipped in
land, age 90 years. 4 days.
Funeral Aylward, Louie Avlward, Linwood from
Wednesday at 2 p. m. at Simmons Fu Avlward. Thomas Aylward, George Church served so manv years by cal’Seminary in 1945, and a BA in diluted peroxide, then run iron
neral Home. Entombment until Spring. Sleeper and Kenneth Kuhn
the Rev. Jonathan Huse. for they psychology at the University of over scorch.
Hussey—At Rockland. Feb 21, Vinton
Deceased was born In Rockland. were -----not in agreement, with the Maine. Hp is cha’rman of the
A. Hussey, age 49 years. 8 months Fu
neral today at 2 o’clock from Knowl- April 24. 1898, daughter of William doctrine he was preaching. Earlier, ministerial standing committee, and
ton-Hewins Funeral Home, Augusta.
and the late Jessie (Mitchell' others had withdrawn from this member of the State board cornAylward. After graduating from church, to form the Baptist Society | mittee for War Victims and BeIN MEMORIAM
| constriction,
In loving memory of my fiance, ! Rockland High School in 1916 she of Warren.
Joseph P. Fernandez, who passed away. was employed by the Maine Music _
__________ ___________________________________________________
February 21. 1947.
Co . until her marriage, Nov. 18.
Stephen Dow, 15. Rockland High I
Long days and nights he bore his pain 1920. to Ernest R. Eldred of Bos
/th
School Freshman, is a patient at
The wait for cure but all In vain,
ton.
Till God above knew what was best
SS»
H
X
“
SXTff~
They
had
made
their
home
in
He called him home and gave him
rest.
Boston the past 26 years. Mrs. El- end. The boy ,maintains
Ilaulva
that the ) before Municipal Court Saturdya on
Rosa B. Carter,
*£?.-W’S^erwHarv^for wound- although it is in his back, charge of destroying a traffic violaFriendship.
Clinic as financial
”
was self inflicted. He Is reported to tion tag which had been placed on
IN MEMORAM
the past
21 , years.
pqst
,rested at the wnt>r
been at
near the channel his car in the business section. He
In loving memory ol our husband,
The
remains
Wat.r- have
.
father, and grandfather, Bert H Clif
„
man Funeral Home. Boston, TOur*- when the accident ocm-ed and to was fined $10 and costs of $4 82 and
ford. who passed away, Feb, 26, 1947.
Mrs. Bert H Clifford. Mr and Mrs day and Friday n here fi
have walked neo"!.
,.’’e o Ills fined a like amount on an intoxica
Brown' Mr and Mr>' Do,lald an<1 SBtun,ay were br°ught to tms hQme Hk condjtion js rcported t0 tion charge.
-"ril -<v
A
C-llnord
cit-V
be satisfactory by Knox Hospital
A CAMDEN BURGLARY
n»n nr -rnaivKa
herfathcr,
hus- authorities.
CARD of THANKS
k Deceased
---------- is
. „survived
radred byher
The Bay View Street Garage in
I wish to thank all my friends and ; band, Ernest R.
Camden was burglarized last night,
relatives for flowers, fruit, cards and William E. Aylw’ard, her brother,
Wednesday
night
will
be
a
red
according to Miss Alta Shuman em
letters received during my Illness, and Lawrence E Avlward, and uncle?,
letter time for lovers of good min ploye of the establishment. She respecial thanks to my friends at Spruce '
Head for the nice gift they gave me. aunts, and several cousins.
strels -because Yorkies’ Pine Tree f
, th t
, S5 <*, in
h wa
Mrs. Elbert Burton,
will appear at Commun- £
f
ffl
h re„l ter
The Coast Guard cutter, Snoho Minstrels
Spruce Head.
Ity
Building.
Heading
this
already
and
n
that
°™
s
u
r
can
be
Xtermish. is breaking out the St. Oeorges
Yo7k
I ^nothing
wa" ffistX.
CARD OF THANKS
River to Thomaston today to free
I wish to express to Dr Wesley N.
Feel free to do some
the
dragger,
Charles
S.
Ashley,
at
Wasgatt and the nurses of Knox Coun
person. The big show has been ^Lrage‘i^evid’lnt France wls
ty General Hospital, my heartfelt ap the shops of Morse Boatbuilding especially augumented for tomor- ^through a rcar “ to
cheering.
Sport jackets
preciation of the excellent services ren Co The Ashley, was orignally built
dered my wife, Mrs. M C. Randall, by Morse and was in war service
'
basement
as
the
screen
was
torn
off
while she was a patient at the hospi
are what the crowd calls
coXnt^ffi “ 'and the gIa“
The elevaand was returned by her owner, wen a" a
tal
Mllledge C Randall.
wen as a special consignment oi tor wag apparent]y used to ct>m<1
Capt. Juhn Murley of Fairhaven, well
Spruce Head. Feb. 24.
for. And honeys to look at
Mass., for rebuilding for service atomic gags and laughs with Rock from the basement to the main
CARD OF THANKS
land
targets.
Thp
hour
is
8
o'clock
and brutes for wear—and
as a barred fire door at the
I wish to thank Golden Rod Chapter again as a fisherman.
and Community Building Operat floor
head
of
the
stairs
would
not
permit
O.E.S., Pleasant Valley Grange, Rock
they are tailored for com
Philip H Newbert. State field rep ing Fund the beneficiary.
port Farm Bureau, all my neighbors
entrance from that direction. The
and friends for flowers, plants, fruit resentative of the Division of Vet
door key was located and used
and the lovely cards received while I erans Affairs of the State of Maine
fort.
American Legion Sewing Circle office
as was the key, kept in the office, to
nave been ill at my home on Ocean
announced that his office will be will meet Wednesday afternoon at open the cash register. Deputy
street.
1
p.
m..
at
the
hall.
moved to the new Farnsworth Block
Mrs. Nellie J. Hall.
Sheriff Ernest Gray is conducting
The only reason we are
room 211. effective March 1. The
Cooked Food Sale under the aus telephone number will be 739. The
Chief Radioman Lloyd W. Fer an investigation.
talking
about sport jack
pices of Mir.am Rebekah Lodge at office has been in the same auarters nald USCG is transferring from
Patrolman Harold Pritchard cf
the Burpee Furniture Store, Thurs- j as those of the Veterans Adminis the Rockland Coast Guard Moor the Rockland Police has tendered
ets now is that you can
day Feb. 26.
-,c
16-lt , tration in the Community Building. ings
„ v .to the
„ ,Coast„ Guard . Radio
,
his resignation to accept employschool at Groton, Conn., where he menf with the Maine Sea Products
wear them most any time
will serve as an instructor.
Co. as a motor barge captain.
and especially if you are a
The Snohomish broke out Fox
Minnesota’s butter production in
basketball and hockey fan.
Island Thorofare Monday and is creased 53 percent in 1947 over
now waiting for an oil tanker tor 1946.
Your Electrolux Man is In town passage to Bangor.
No need to sit on the
Subscribe to The Ooui ier-Gazette
and will be for some time. For
Clerk of Courts Milton M. Grif
edge
of the bench wonder
information on Sales or Service fin is receivng treatment at the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Pratt
Diagnostic
Hospital
in
Bos
ing
what
to wear when
on your present Electrolux, write
24-HOUR SERVICE
ton following an automobile acci
1940 FORD Dump Truck for sale ex
you have a sport jacket
dent in Camden. Report from the cellent condition. TEL. UNION 9-34.
16*17
bedside is "very satisfactory,” and
* LEWIS E. DYER
handy.
GIRL'S White Tubular Shoe Skates,
168 CAMDEN ST„ ROCKLAND Mr. Griffin expects to return home size
6. never worn $5.00 for sale;
the
last
of
the
week.
also Sllvertone Vlctrola with mahog
or TEL. 112
After 7 P. M.—139-4
any case, large size table model, $10.
$15.00 to $27.50
16-26
15-17
The oak is a member of the beech Including some records. MRS. BERN
ARD C. KALER, 56 Pleasant St Tel.
family of trees and shrubs.

Confirmed a Class At St.
Peter’s Episcopal Church
Sunday

Llbridge D. Grafton

Nomination papers are being cir
culated on behalf of Elbridge D
Grafton for the Republican non; nation as Representaiive from the
towns of Thomaston, Cushmg,
Friendship, Owl's Head, and Sou’A
Thomaston.
Mr. Grafton served over three
years as Chief Petty Officer in the
Navy during World War Two, part
or that time in the European
Theatre He serves as Thomaston's
First Selectman for the year 1943.
is married and has one child.

Soil Conservation

St. Peter’s Parish turned out in
force Sunday night to greet Right
Rev. Oliver I. Loring, D. D. Bis
hop of Maine, on tbe occasion of
his annual visitation. The order of
Vespers and Holy Confirmation was
'ollowed with Mi's. Richard Spring
at the organ. The Bishop received
the people at the Channel gate ard
gave his blessing.
Those receiving the Sacrament of
Holy Confirmation were: George
Halburton Avery, Hugh Wallace
Little. Elmer Colburn Thomas Hart,
Philip Blacktngton. Annie Elba
Robinson, Etta Young, Helen Whit
ford Fuller, Charlotte Mae Betts,
Mae Peters, Gladys Bmima Little,
Lois Hart and Gloria Pinkham.
Bernard Libby, William Leo Orafton and Marjorie Miller Younv
were confirmed at St. John’s
Church In Thomaston at an aft
ernoon ceremony.
According to a happy annual
custom a reception was held for the
Bishop and the Confirmation class
in the Undercroft following the
services. Mrs. Rudolph Gilley was
chairman of the refreshment com
mittee assisted by Mrs. Edwin
Webber, Mrs. George Davis, Mrs.
Charles Livingston, Mrs. Carlyle
Brown and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd
Mrs. Gilmore Soule of Rochland
and Miss Helen L. Carr of Thom
aston poured. Mrs. Richard Spring.
MLss Francis Chatto. Miss Barbara
Coffin and Miss Janice Webber
served.

By Roy Gross, Soil Conserva
tion Service, Waldoboro.

Leavitt of New York. Presif- * f
the National Association, was .
ent.
A priority list wa; set Up for
farm planning this year. T xse
farms that are most in )
of
conservation practices wi
je
planned first. However, If “veryone who is not on the list ants
to establish practices this year,
every attempt possiolt will be made
to assist the farmer.
It was announced that a grader
has been ordered for the District.
This will be available to co-opera
tors at a small fee. A priority list
for heavy equipment was request
ed tor the next meeting.
The first draft of the annual re
port was discussed and approved.
The report covers only the last
half of the year, or since the be
ginning of the dls’rict.

A meeting of the Knox-L; .In
Soil Conservation District Super
visors was held Feb. 2, and' accord
ing to Ray Thurston, Chairman, a
number of topics were taken up
which would be of interest to
everyone
The Supervisors are conducting a
"Slogan Contest” within the twc
counties for the best slogan rela
tive to soil conservation. The
contest is for students In the Jun
ior and Senior Hign Schools ano
prizes will be awarded. The dates
set for the contest, will be from
February 16 to March 1.
Mr. Thurston and Mr. Brown,
who attended the State Association
meeting of Soil Conservation Dis
trict Supervisors, reported that the
meeting was very well attended and
many subjects relative to soil con Tangier plans to install modem
servation were discussed
Ker.t I electric traffic signals.

Change now
from wasteful old burners*
to a fuel-saving

When the Score

Is Close

Bernard A. Clark

OIL
FURNACE
SAVINGS UP TO SO% ON FUEL
...REPORT MANY USERS
Get more heat from hard-to-get oil this winter
... with a fuel-saving General Electric Oil Furnace. If you have an old-fashioned oil burner
operating in a boiler designed for other fuel
it may be wasting oil. If so, get rid of it righ
now. Designed from top to bottom for efficient
burning of oil, a G. E. will pile up fuel savings
for years to come.

ELECTROLUX

TAXI

CHANGC-OVCIl IN A FEW HOURS

. . . SAVE FOR YEARS
Just a few hours is all we need to install the
complete G-E boiler-burner. Ask us about oil
impact atomization, the exclusive G-E heat
trap; the inverted flame and other G-E econ
omy features. Terms. Phone, or send coupon
today.

Call Thomaston 38

THAT’S NOT THAT!

Tender Pcatorin/^

Never give-up and groan
“That’s that!” when your
Fenders get slammed by
some traffic-rowdy! Say to
yourself, “Now what is their
number — ?”—and phone
our shop, without further
us! We'll get your car to
injury to the jammed Fen
der. Then we’ll remove ev
ery trace of the crash!

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET,

(

Bishop Loring Here

Northern New England Rally
At First Baptist Church
Special Services Will Mark the Founding Of
Thursday

In Municipal Court

SEAL TEST

Grafton A Candidate

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 889

Lunches at all hours, Aunt Min
nie’s Open Kitchen, Rockport,
Me—15-16.

FOR EXPERT BODY AND
FENDER WORK
ALSO

AUTOMOBILE PAINTING
SEE

TOM SHANNON
AT

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
Garage
632 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
16-T-22

486-W.
16-17
TEL.
A USED Saxophone wanted
16-lt
1527
EASY Splralator Washing Machine
lor sale. Ringer type with pump, $90;
also six Steam Radiators. TEX,. 748
between 9 a. m. and 5 p. m.
16-lt
GOOD Quality loose Hay. E C. Cut
ting Farm. Route 1. Warren, also yel
low-eyed Beans. TEL. Office. Union,
33-3.
16-19
DRY Slab Wood, stove lengths for
sale, by the loot or cord. Prompt de
livery. D. E. PAYBON. 12 Brewster St..
Tel 883 W
16*17
1944 FORD Truck for sale, straight
six and L.W.B. body, used very little,
reasonable prices KARL R. TALL. In
graham Hili. TEL. 1236-R._______ 16-18
DOG lost Friday In Warren, last
seen on Rt. 1 In Thomaston. All Black
except Ior white chest and feet.part
Collie and part Shepherd. Answers to
name of "Shep"
Reward
Contact
RALPH HANSEN, R.F.D. 2, Warren Tel.
7-22.
16-17

NEW TOPCOATS
NEW SHIRTS
NEW NECKWEAR
NEW PAJAMAS

‘An old-fashioned oil burner operaiing in the
ash-pit of a furnace designed for other fuel.

A. T. THURSTON
21 LIMEROCK ST.,
USE THIS

COUPON

TODAY

/
V

ROCKLAND,

TELS. 1376—1377

Pl.ai« 1*11 m. bow o G.n.roi ELdric Oil F.rooc. no gW*
IM mor. h.ot from low fool thi. wlntor.

NAME.........................................................................

/ ADDRESS.....................................................................

QTY.......... ......................................... STATE.........
MA - 'J£
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WALDOBORO
MBS ISA EEL LABE

< z-g-.e-pondenl
z-v.

Surnmg'- School

Heard Unholy Scream

The I). Of M. Sgssicns Will
Begin June 24. Lasting
Tnrough Aug. 6

_____
Funeral serv ces toi Mi N-.
dnra P Perry widow o' R ' Perrv who died Thursday in M;
Mcmorla Hospital, D:.m is, I
were held r.
•:
V ., .
Fineral Home Mrs Perry was
born at Ito kland, daughter ol Mr.
and Mrs. Rova! Prescott end wa
a member of St. Peter's Episcopal
Church ot that c tv She had re
sided In Waldoboro 35 years. She is
survived by a daughter. Miss Ansela
Perry of Waldoboro; two sons, Har
old . Perry < f Waldoboro and Dond j ,- a Rock and; four grand. t n
' •
■
ndchilc. en Er.t itniam* i. in the O-rm
1 th< r n Cent't- rv rnt ' Spring. In
termer'. in Seav ew Cetneterv.
Her ces were held Friday at the
Wait? F n-ral Home for Mrs. Jen
nie V Stahl. 71, who died Tuesdayafter a long illness at the home of
her daughter Mrs Fred Kaler. She
was a daughter of Robert A. and
Sarah Davis Kuhn of Waldoboro.
Surviving besides Mrs. Kaler are
another daughter, Mrs Ruth Dyer
of Belfast, a son Samuel Stahl of
Waldoboro, a sister, Mrs. Irma Win
chenbach, also of this town and
several nephews and nieces. Rev.
Chester Duncan of the Methodist
Church officiated and interest in
German Lutheran cemetery.
Republican caucus will be held in
the Hgh School ton ght for the
purpose of nomination of town offi
cers to be voted upon at the annual
town meeting March 15.
A Democratic caucus was held at
the High School Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Harold England of
Panama, C.Z. are guests of Mr. and
Mrs Harold Rider
Mrs. Maude Orbeton of Rocgland
was the guest of Mrs. Isabel M, Labe
Saturday.
bert Bra-kett of Rockland, were
Mrs. Helen Brackett and son Tlcallers at Mrs. Isabel Labe’s, Sat
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ricb’rd Achom
were week-end and holiday guests
Marlboro. Mass.
of Mr. and Mrs Everett Achorn in
Mr, charle Ellis o' Nantucke*
Mass., is the guc-t of Mr. and Mrs
John Doyle.
x»- <.„■< Mrs. William Richards
of Flint, Mich., and Harry Robinson
of New Jersey, are visiting Mr and
Mrs. Oarcellut ’’obinson. called here
by the illness of Mr. Robinson.
Mrs. Dorothy Marshall is the

held

~ ' A.’ d ir’n2 the Sum
mer session w 11 include art
? '~nr»ornv chemistry, economics,
business administration, sociology.
English Carman history <r»vemmcnt heme e^pomics. mathematic~
^h:1o"f**'hv nhvs'cal
*inn
vrhc’oy*' to
i
'"n
n;’ —

---

E

-

or.

especially
wh
' .

teadie.j

designed for
:
1 . - ’

Cgwignor
• A
->
c v v-xpr—*i c5 nyi thp
r4”’ and

iilfiHdi

hour of night, when churchyards
OWL’S HEAD
LkHIV
yawn and graves give up theii
WARREK
Mrs. Inez Dyer of Ash Po nt is in
dead.
Mass., caring for Mrs Ed
Ft naTiont Tells How I stopped momentarily until 1 Medfield,
ward Hellier's home while Mrs.
its her parents, Mr. and
id :he : nil stri. e oi the clock, TIelllcr
ALENA 1 STA'i’.ETT
He Got the Scare Of
-.en u ui..ea my jou,nty cut on Mrs. Rcc'ney Weeks in Btrm ngham,
His Life
Mich.
the ylke.
After covering nearly a mile 1
Mt. and Mrs. Harry Isbell and
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
Tel. 40
to the tollgate. At that time daughter Susan of Rockland are at
Many years ago, while living in ‘j came
the driver of every vehicle had to the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
Wi’mington, Del.. I had the exper
a toll or tax before passing Scammon for a few days.
Founder's Day was observed at ience of hearing the most terrify pay
through the gate. This money
Mrs. Bertha Borgerson and Mrs.
the meeting of the Warren Partoward the upkeep of the Frances Morse of Rockland, went
eni-Tea<her Association Tuesday ing scream that was ever heard i, went
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
road.
Wednesday
to Boston, where they
night at the Seventh and Eighth since this old world began.
i
At
this
time
I
was
so
tired
and
Advertisements
In this column not to exceed Ibree **nes in
I
will
visit
a
few
days.
" ade room at the new school
It happened this way: I was
that every once in a while
serted onee for SO cents, two times for IS <*»*•- Additional
building A simple, but impressive boarding on a .'arm bordering the sleepy
:
Miss
Dorothy
Maddocks,
Mrs.
I would get off the edge of the
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20‘cents for <*• U®efc rlv#
candle lighting ceremony was held,
j Lillian Lindsey and Mrs. Helen Ka
and wake up with a Jerk.
•mall words to a line.
entitled "We Dedicate This Day.” Philadelphia Turnpike, about a j road
ler entertained at the latter's home
I
passed
the
tollgate
and
soon
showing the purpose of Parent- mile and a half beyond the city readied the stonewall enclosing an j Friday night honoring Mrs. James
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called L «
Teacher Association work in more line. The incident I am about to old burial ground. There were no Farrell at a stork shower.. The
which require the answers to be sent to The Conner-Gaset
closely uniting the church, the relate occurred 65 years ago. but j stars, no moon, and it was as black table decorat ons were red and
office for handling, costa U cents additional.
school and the home. Taking part it is fresh in my memory as if it as night could be. A deathly still- white, in keeping with Valentine’s
in the Observance were Mrs. Elsa were only yesterday.
Day with a bouquet of mixed sweet
1
ness
prevailed.
Kigel, nn^ Mrs Mildred Berry, and
I was employed on a newspaper
What a setting for something to peas the centerpiece. A miniature
*he Mispr Da'p vrpsspr Irene with no Sunday edition. So Satur happen!
LOST AND FOUND
bassinette, decorated in pink and
TO LET
Pi rr.
Mary Jane Boggs. Joan day was a holiday. On this occa
blue, held the many lovely gifts.
I
had
iurt
passed
the
entrance
Maxey ,,nd A".’- - KernlstOi Tab’ sion. when the paper had gone to
DARK Female
lost- wh1**
to the burial around when sudden Sandw ches, cake and coffee were ROOM to let. light housekeeping If and
front paws^ Red collar.
DR
i.gemvm y”th , andle
and pre s 'n t nd of going home and to ly, without the slightest warning, served. Guests present w»re| Mrs desired;
97 Union St. TEL 970-M
B
B,
ANNIS.
79
Park
Bt.
________ .16-17
miniature buildings h - ng the bed, i rema’n-d 'n town all day a large object raised itself before Grace Kirk, Mrs. Nellie Reed, Mrs. _____________________________________15tf
LADY'S Waiths1™ Gold Wrist Watch
re’’, horn* and mhncl w°s 'o^k part in a ball game in the
LARGE Front Room, heated, to let
and gave vent to the most Alice Wocdman, Mrs. Irene Raynes,
, de by M—• K'gp’ At the con- afternoon and went to a show at me
lost, Feb. 13. in
‘“V
Miss Ann Reed, Mrs. Constance at 82 Limerock St. TEL. 400, city.
penetrating
,
the
most
blood-curdlatre.
Reward
MRS. RICHARD N_
clusicr rn“ nfanva o' America wa* the Chaera House in the evening. . In? scream that was ever heard Paintor, Mrs. Maxine Bray, Mrs.
13tf
AMES Tfel. 414
18 11
Tina A inin’ mest’nv of th» Hie’
It was about 11.30 p. m.. when 1
LARGE Front Bedroom to let. ad
sound was beyond description Helen Buckminster, Mrs Mary
PAIR
Plaatlc-rihhoed
Glasses
In
School Alumni Association and started the long walk back to the The
effect on me I shall never 'or- Dyer, Mrsr. Annie Farrell, Mrs. Eu joining bath, kitchen privileges. TEL.
Black leather case lost be%®en High
'he Parent-Teacher Association farm. Hal' wav across the bridge The
14tf
School and Community Building. Re
get. I stood for a moment almost gene Calderwood, Mrs. Alma Walk 958-J.
both voted to support the articles over the Brandywine River, con rigid. My heart seemed to be in er, Mrs Nina Perry, Miss Margaret
FURNISHED Heated Rooms
and ward TEL. 300 _________________ 13-18
which the Alumni Association wi’l necting the city with the Philadel try mouth and I gasped and gasped Borgerson. Unable to attend were Apartments are available at the FOSS
have Inserted in the Town War phia Turnpike. I heard the clock before recovering my breath.
Mrs. Irene Bray, Mrs. Myra Scam HOUSE Tel. 8060_________________ 1-tf
EGGS A CHICKS
rant for the annual town meeting, on ton of the Court House striking
WEBBER'S INN—Board and Room by
I Would not have been surprised mon, Miss Burdell Strout, the
March 1, following an explanation the hour of midnight—the solemn to see a group of ghostly figures Misses Myra and Winnie F tch, day or week. Under new management.
CALL THOMASTON, 340-3.
104*lt-ltf
BABY Chicks lor sale; 300 Barred Boeks
bv Chester Wvllie. president of the
clad in grave-clothes white climb Mrs. Gladys Stinson, Mrs. Evelyn
Pullets Gov? strain, hatched Peb. Zl.
Alumni Association.
KENDALL ORFF. Warren. Tel. Thom
several weeks, is improved, it is re- ing over that stonewall to find out Ross, Mrs. Bertha Borgerson, Mrs.
Mrs. Berry announced that ac .ported.
what had broken in some cases, a Irene Decker. Mrs. Bernice Mad
aston. 198-2.
___ __________ 13-18
WANTED
docks, Miss Ella Maddocks, Mrs.
tivities for the Wavs and Means
Mr. and Mrs. George Gray were sleep of well over 100 years.
CLEMENTS CH1CRB are from highCommittee in the Parent-Teacher in Waterville Saturday, guests of
The creature that had raised it Lilja Leadbetter, Mrs. Virginia Moproducing
strain*
—w'll help Increase
PRACTICAL Nurse now available.
We offer pullet
16-17 your egg Income •
Association for the coming four Mr. and Mrs. Neil Gray and A. self before me made a lighting turn rang, Mrs. Rose Farrell of Thom TEL 8060
chicks
at
very
reasonable
prices. Clem
months will be as follows: A P Grav.
and went thudding down the pike aston, Mrs Monica Learned Mrs.
REPINED Woman, excellent cook and ents Black Sex-Links. Clements Reds.
Dora
Lindsey
and
Miss
Ethel
cooked food sale this month, a
I
at
once
realized
the
author
of
all
housekeeper
would
like
Poeltlon.
TEL.
The Teen Tim°rs Girls Club has
Clements Rocks-An hardy. “Mainecame party in March, the arts and voted to purchase a mirror 'or use that commotion—a horse grazing Knight of Rockland. Mrs.. Lurla 8060._______________________________ .16-17 Bred “ Malne-U 8 Approved Pullorum
Clean Order Clements Chicks S^rly-crafts exhibit in April, and the In the ant-roo-m nt O’eve- w~u
on the roadside that was unaware Gardner of Portland, Ellen and
AVERAOE $46 weekly for man or Write CLEMENTS BROS FARMS. Rt
rummage sale in May. Chairman,
The sneech class of the High of my presence until I was Tight Flora Bray, Mss Daisy Maddocks, woman to supply famous Watkins Prod
Mrs. Leona Goodwin of the cooked School presented »he drama. “And on top of it. I don’t think it Mrs. Helen Learned, Mrs Bertha ucts o custome s In Rockland. Es 33. Winterport. Me
bus:neee— -no
Investment.
food sale will announce the date the Light Went Out,” in pantomine, stopped running until It could not Perry, Mrs. Lura Moorlan, Mrs. tablished
now Write J. R WATKINS CO,
Bernyce Geiseman, Mrs. Irene Start
of the sale.
Dept. C. Newark, N. J
16'lt
with sound effects, at an assembly put one leg in front of another
It was voted that the March 9th Friday afternoon, closing day for Immediately, I heard a deep bay Decker and Mrs. Miriam Isbell.
CARPENTER
work
of
all
kinds
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Farrell
of
CURTAINS, curtains. Curtains, at
meeting of the Parent-Teacher the first Winter term of seven ing coming from the directon ol
wanted. TEL 1404 W
15-16
prices. A limited stock of
Association, at which the speaker weeks The principal parts were the farm. That was a welcome Rockiand were dinner guests Sun THREE or four unfurnished Rooms sacrifice
high quality curtains, late patterns,
day
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Francis
Dyer.
sound,
for
I
knew
that
it
came
will be Clyde Russell o' Winthrop, taken by Willis Berry. Arthur Jura.,
wanted. MRS CHARLES WALL, 5 In- wide variety of styles. These are not
15-16 orphans, but top Quality merchandise.
executive secretary of the Maine Elden Young, and Rolf Hansen, from the bloodhound connected Also present were Mr. and Mrs. graham Lane Tel. 1553 JK
Teachers’ Association, will be an with sound effects by Esther Smith. with the cottage. I had made a William Foster of China. Accom MOTORCYCLE Harley - Davidson. We stand squarely behind them. BUttPEE FURNITURE CO . 361 Main St .
panied
by
Mr
and
Mrs.
Foster
on
pet
oi'
that
dog
and
it
followed
me
35/74
S
V.
twin,
for
sale.
Good
oondlopen meeting, all interested In the James Halliean. Phyllis Tolman
Rockland._______ ___________________ i***7
schools to attend. A series of con and Frank Overlock. Reader was everywhere. It would be waiting their return home was Oscar Fos tlon; 64 RANKIN ST_____________ 15*16
TWO pairs men’s Shoe Skates, size U
tests was put on during the pro Principal Fred L. Perkins, Jr., of for me every morning between 3 ter who will remain for a week's OILING and Repairing harness want
ed. FRED H. RYER, Camden Road and 11 ’2 for sai^ two Jorgensen ad
and 4 o’clock outside the entrance visit.
gram period under the direction of the High School.
justable
wood cl®mPR. two galv. Tubs,
Tel.
44-12
15*19
Mr and Mrs Neal Farrell of
Mrs Elsa Kigel, with prizes award
Miss Mary Norwood of the Fisher gates.
large size. galv. Milk Stand, and model
and House Organs tuned. 150 Electric Blo*®r: 27 Chestnut St.
ed to Roger Teague. Mrs. Berry, School, Boston, passed the week On this occasion it came bound Thomaston were dinner guests $3 PIANOS
Organs tuned. $50
JOHN TEL. 565 R.__________ _____________ 16“17
ing toward me and almost knocked Sunday of his mother. Mrs Annie HU00BBS.Pipe
and Mrs. Luella Crockett.
Pres end at her home in this town.
69 Part 8t_Tel J99 MK.
15* 18
ent at the meeting was Earle M.
GAS Range with Insulated oven and
The Teen Timers will meet Wed me over. It licked my hands and Farrell.
WANTED: By a business woman heat
Mrs. Florence Nelson and Mrs. ed Apartment of 2 or 3 unfurnished automatic heat control. Also a sideSpear of Waldoboro, superinten nesday afternoon with Mrs. Mildred tried to lick my face. It seemed
arm
gas water heater. CALL 182-J*
Constance
MacPhail
went
Saturday
to say: "I heard that awful scream
rooms
around April
1st to May
dent of schools.
Berry.
15*16
i to Boston where they will attend 1st. Central location Would consider
Eighteen members of Warren
The Philathea will meet Wednes and came to help you.”
Thomaston.
Address •APARTMENT”
Beginning at the farm gate there the Ice Pollies.
A LIBRARY of several hundred books
Lodge. I.O.O.F.. includin’ George day night with Mrs. Lee Perry at
care of The Courier
15*16
for sale. All in very good condition
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose and
was a winding driveway, lined with
Buck. District Deputy Grand Mas the parsonage.
SHIPYARD Manager wants to rent All bv well-known authors. Make me
ter of lodges in District 15, attend
A cooked food sale, auspices of large trees that led to the cottage Mrs. Grace Smith of Northport a small House preferably, or Apartment an offer. W E SHEERER. Phone 24.
ed a get-to-gether of lodges in that the Warren Parent-Teacher Asso There seemed to be more than the were callers Wednesday at the suitable for couple and very young Tenant’s Harbor, Me.______________ 1S-V1
Camden Rockland area.'Con
district at Round Pond, Friday ciation will be held Friday, at the usual number of hoot-owls in the home of Mr, and Mrs. Leland daughter
LARGE 8tore, operated over 70 years
tact BOX 659. Rockland
14-16
night.
by one owner for sale. Has six-room
Whittemore Restaurant, starting at threes, but their cries of “Yoo-oo- Perry.
CAREERS FOR YOUNG MEN
Rev.
C.
W.
Small,
pastor
of
the
oo!
voo-oo!
”
were
like
music
corn

tenement
above, lights, flush, running
The condition of Mrs. Maurice 11 a. m. Chairman of the commit
LEARN To Be a Tree Expert, a profit water
Large storehouse and barn-ga
ua red with the noise I had just Rockport Baptist Church, conduct able
Cunningham, who has been ill for tee is Mrs. Leona Goodwin.
career for young men. veterans or rage included Buildings in good con
heard.
ed the Thursday night services at non-veterans. Study and work at every dition. W E. SHEERER. Phone 24,
i angle of scientific tree care. An in Tenant’6 Harbor._____________ *5-47
Reaching the porch I threw my the Church here.
self at full length upon it and was
Mrs. Eugene Calderwood enter teresting. well-paying outdoor vocaEa n While You Learn! On the
90 ACRE Farm on hardtop road; good
soon fast asleen. desnite the ordeal tained the Sewing Circle Friday- I! tlon.
job training with some classroom in fields and wood "lot
Good stand of
Car-Pep Restored!
■ I had gone through. I woke up night at the home of her daugh struction under nationally-recognized farm buildings; 8-room house, fur
*
—
Cars get plain out-of
about 6 o’clock, it was broad day ter, Mrs. Albert MacPhail. Re ' experts. Small classes, Indlviudal in nace. new bathroom, all In good repair.
struction; next classes start March 1 Large barn; shade trees, all for $5500;
light and the dog was lying along freshments were served by Mrs. and
sorts, just
like
humans.
March 15. If you are between 18 $500 down, balance on mortgage, if de
side me. I betook mvself to bed MacPhail. Catherine MacPhail, and I and 30, single, and want a Real Fu sired
Lose vim and snap. Drag
F H. WOOD. Court House.
Mrs.
Calderwood.
Those
present
•and
had
a
good
long
sleep.
ture. write THE F. A BARTLFTT TREE Rockland.
___ ______________ 15-16
along—instead of flashing
Returning to the city that eve were: Mrs. Grace Kirk, Mrs. Helen EXPERT CO. Post Office Box 1337,
FORD hall-ton Pick-up Truck (1936)
Conn., T. H Reuman, Per
away as
they
used
to.
ning I passed the spot where I had Kaler. Miss Dorothy Maddocks, Mrs. Stamford.
sonnel Director.
14*16 lor ule TEL CAMDEN 8165
15*16
Nothing, seriously wrong
come up with that horse, and sure Alice Woodman, Mrs. Alma Walker.
Reliable Woman want
33-VOLT 1000 «»U Delco Light Plant
with them. Just all-around
pnouah there were the marks of Mrs. Irene Decker, Mrs Mary Dyer, edCOMPETENT
for general housework in family of
sale fully automatic, good set ol
“loggy,” tired-out acting—
horseshoes in the read where that Mrs. Nina Perry, and Mrs. Helen two. MRS. ALAN BIRD, 246 Broadway lor
large batteries, bushel basket light
____________________________________ 13tf bulbs, three 32 volt motors, radio.
varmint had made the sudden Buckminster.
is yours like that?
Let us
giv€ it the Tonie-fcerviee
turn.
The Village Garden Club meet
NICE Long-haired Kittens wanted, MELVIN E WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 403
'
___________________ 15*16
six to 14 weeks old. DELIA YORK.
I shall remember that unholy ing will be held March 10.
it’s needing—restore pep.
Ill
Pleasant St. Tel. 124-R
13tf
scream until rov dying dav.
The Sewing Circle will meet Fri
HEAVY Crossbred Cockerel Chicks lor
snap, motor liveliness!
Paper Hanging and Cell
broilers or roasters. $80 per thousand.
S. Newton Broadbent.
day night at the home of Mrs. ingPAINTING.
15-16&21-22
work done
Excellent reference, Pullorum clean. WILMOT DOW. Mains
Rockland Feb. 20.
Grace Kirk.
work guaranteed
HOWARD M KEN- Farms Hatchery. Tel. 204 or 16-2.
Mrs. Helen Jones has been car NISTON. 69 Pleasant St. Tel 1302 R
___________________ 15-22
FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
Tf the snows are not too deep ing for Mrs. William Sandblom at
9*16
DRY Mill Slabs for sale, sawed
WINTER ST, EET
ROCKLAND ME.
TEL. 889
this is a pood month to cut and West Rockport, who had the misANTIQUES Wanted
CARL SIM
stove length, guaranteed, one cord $8
draw logs from your woodlands.
Tel. 1240, Rockland. Me
: fortune to fall and break her jMONS
delivered In Camden and Thomaston
wrist. Mrs Tonos Is nrrv vi-ftlp ___________________________________ 89tf also, will take hall-co.d ordera. TEL.
WE pay top prices for scrap iron, ROCKLAND 890-2-_________________ 15*18
with her niece, Mrs. Neal Farrell, I metals,
steel and rags MORRIS GOR
PLYMOUTH Special Deluxe Coach
, n Thomaston.
DON dr SON. 6 T St . Rockland
Tel.
81.tf (1941) lor sale, heater, two new tires,
Dr. and Mrs. Bradford Adams w-w
good condition; Chevrolet Master Be.
have returned to their home in
dan 19351 dependable transportation.
Longmeadow, Mass., after having
Call 81 NORTH MAIN ST
15*16
visited a few days at their Sum MISCELLANEOUS
STROLLER lor sale. $5 00; also Can
mer home here. Tuesday night
cul Fur Coat. »lze. i®. reasonable; 91
WASHING Machine Repair
Any I North Main St TEL. 76S-R.
16-17
they had as dinner guests, Mr. and make.
Wringer roll service Free pick
DRY
Slat*, and
Edgings.
stove
Mrs. Allan Borgerson and daughter up and dellve.y BITLER CAR 6c HOME
lengths
lor
sale
By
the
foot
or
oord.
SUPPLY. 470 Main St. Tel 677. Rock
Margaret.
$-17 VICTOR c. GlUNDLE. 140 Park Bt.
Mrs. Miriam Isbell was honor land.
Tel. 638-R._________________________ 15*16
j ruest at a surprise stork shower
i PLYMOUTH UB41) four-door Bedan
Tuesday night at the home of Mrs This money will 'be used toward lor sale, good condition. For Informs
Helen Buckminster, with Miss Mar purchasing much needed dining tlon TEL. CAMDEN 2472___________ 15-16
garet Borgerson and Mrs. Con tables for the Library building.
nam"Electrolux Vacuum Cleaner for
stance Painter as hostesses. Mrs. Prizes at bridge were awarded Mrs. sale. Perfect condition Factory re
Ishell was presented a beautiful Beth 8eavey, Mrs. Katherine Hal- conditioned Price reasonable. LEWIS
DYER, phone H2, Rockland or write
i blanket and bassinet filled with let and Mrs. Helen Buckminster. i E.
care of CAS6EN6. l68 Camden St.
i other miscellaneous gifts. Refresh Prizes at ''63’’ were won by Miss I____________ _________________ ■' 1386
ments of cake and coffee were Margaret Borgerson and Oscar • FOUR- Apartment House for sale. In
served. Guests were: Mrs. Jose Foster. The committee wishes to Thomaston on Route 1, Five good
phine Jones, Mrs. Betty Ruth thank all those who donated rooms and bath In each apartment,
as Broadway Apartments. House
Economy. Mrs. Ruth Farrell of prizes and candy or assisted in any known
all occupied, one tenant since 1931.
Rockland; Miss Dorothy Maddocks. way.
, others 4 to 6 years. A good taveetMrs. Lillian Lindsey, Mrs. Helen
The Surgical Dressings Group I ment. If Interested contact thrownKaler. Mrs. Annie Farrell, Mrs. meets each Monday, 2 p. m„ at the er W J ROBERTSON. 24 Gleason Bt,
13*18
Virginia Morang, Mrs. Mary Dyer, home of Mrs. Edna WoWon. Un Thomaston.
CHOICE Extracted Honey sold by
Mrs. Mary Ketchum. Mrs. Bernyce der the direction of Mrs. Wotton the
pint or case Prices on request.
Geiseman, Mrs. Bertha Borgerson^ following workers have completed Produced
and packed by H. O. STAR
Mrs. Irene Bray, Mrs. Maxine Bray 1600 dressings .during the last three RETT. Warren. Tel. 30-2.
11-17
and Mrs. Alice Woodman.
meetings, for Togus Veterans’ Hos
IMMEDIATE Delivery on Electric ReMr. and Mrs. Norman Stinson ac pital; Mrs. Nina Perry, Mrs. Ber frlgerators and some model washers.
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Walter nyce Geiseman, Mrs. Constance Sightly used demonstrator Vacuum
both tank type and upright,
Ross returned Tuesday night from Painter, Miss Margaret Borgerson, cleaner;
at bargain prices- Pot burned OH Heat
a motor trip to Boston where they Miss Helen Ross. Mrs. Kathleen ers. All sizes Farm and home Freezers
Our Ford service
^FACTORY-APPfiOVEP
are right A few Ca.se manure
attended the Ice Pollies. •
Hallet. Mrs. Helen Buckminster, Tlie prices for
methods are the
trantort; get your order
The benefit card and game partv Mrs. Nellie Reed, Mrs. Irene Deck spreaders
result of years of
in Expect some bay tools for Spring
held at the home of Mrs. Nellie er. Additional workers are ur 48, order now. Still writing orders tor
3) \lETH0Dt
planning by engi
Reed Wednesday night by the gently needed for this worthy cause. .Case and Allis-Chalmers Tractors THE
neers. They're
Farm Bureau was a most successMr. and Mrs. Frank Ross are In PAR«4 A HOME SUPPLY. Chas. I
planned to keep
ful affair which netted abodt t35„ Boston, where they will attend the Stackpole. Thomaston. Tel. 188-15.
11-17
your cor purring at
Ice Follies.
Always head for the Ford sign when your
VENETIAN BLINDS
lowest service cost
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reed, Sr., and Custom built for your window*,
Ford needs service. Our mechanics are
daughter Anne, accompanied by- aluminum slate, colon white, eggshell,
Ford-trained specialists. They save you
ivory. Tape colon: mingle, duck,
Mrs. p. k. Reed motored to Port or
Relieved m 5 minatee er deuble your money beck
time and money.
ivory, brown, mulberry, apple men.
When excesR stomach acid cause* painful, suffoc&fc* land Thursday.
radio
blue or black- call UNITED H08O
ing gas. sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Perry and SUPPLY OO . 570-880 Malo St Book
presents the fastest-acting medicines known for
They’re better when
symptomatic relief—medicines like those I n Bell-ana daughter
land
Tel. 930. _________________ 79tf
Donna were guests
they're real. That’s
1 Tablets. No laxative. Bell-ans brings comfort In a
i Jiffy or return bottle to us for double money back. 25o Thursday at the home of Jim St
GENTLEMAN'S Good-looking. Brown
because they’re
Coat, lined with marmot, with otter
BELL-ANS for Add Indigestion 25* Clair, Boothtoay Haibor.
made right to fit
collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL

+-<nr»
oail'ayp

lutin’
eduepf^nn
ihu*ine.ss
eduction
e’ementarv
evidence
music,
seecndarv
subiect.s.
te°ts
and
mcam-oments
ceripral educational sutoieets.

Special one-week sessions will
cover new schoolhouse construct’on,
modern practices In developing the
school budget, and driver education
and training.

SOUTH THOMASTON
The monthly Central School As
sociation meeting will be held.
Friday, Feb. 27. in the Town Hall
at 7.30 p. m. There will be a dis
cussion of the costs of the P'oposed State-planned school build
ing. Everyone is urged to attend.

speaker at the Tuesday meeting of
the Woman's Club, her sujbect
"Here and There in Kodachrome.”

WIRING
OF ALL TYPES
FREE ESTIMATES

AND

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

E. W. Lymburner
Tel. Thomaston 186-2

16* It

VISUAL BUYING

USE

OUR

CLASSIFIED

AOS

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

for sale

I'f your
vour Car
car
i& lo£gy e.

DOLLAR DI PLOMACY
if vin: don't -I.
r...’ -. n want—it's not our fault, because
«. ! 111.,
it
point io carry a big stork of merchandise and we
,,
.............. cry Item carc'uliy before you buy it.
t\p don’t ,.-k you to »>-> fro. piitu es or descriptions. It is our
idea i-‘ "Dollar Diplo.nacv” to see that you get a full dollar's
sorlh with every purchase you make. Come and see us—you’ll

like our wav of doing business.

CANNISTER SET
An addition to any kitchen
Red and White

69c

ALWON

TAN

BALL

Specially Priced at

1Sc

FAUCET FLOW FILTER

Regulaily 25c
A solid stream or a cle risin,
spray, with the flip of a finger.
Fits all standard faucets. Now—

19c

TWO-QUART
CORN POPPER
Regularly 69c

QUART

Heavy Wire Handle, 26Ji'' Long.

GALVANIZED PAIL

Full Sliding Cover
NOW—

Standard weight—well made.
A handy pail for the home or
farm. A great bny at—

59c

59c
5-SECTION ALL STEEL

HUMIDIFIER
Chrome aluminum finish. Pro
tects your health. Saves your
furniture

Size 13"x>J”xl

59c

*

BOTTLE AND CAN
OPENER

A Good Quality Can Opener

ONLY—

9c
TOP-OFF

JAR OPENER

DUSTAI.L YARN

Makes it easy to remove the
most stubborn jar cap. Avoid
the danger and expense of bro
ken Jars with this scientific
opener.

DUSTER BRUSH

29c

Heartburn

Ideal for Dusting About the
Home

right and lost
longer, exactly like

49c

the parts built into
your Ford.

PILOT

COUNTER DUSTER

A high speed, easy running,
fully guaranteed egg beater.
Stainless beating blades.

49c

99c

I

The miseries of Pin-Worms have been
J l^nown for centuries, and millions of vic| tims have sought a way to deal with this
1 pest that lives inside the human body.

The better way's the easy

MflIN SI HflRPLDRRES
n PAINTS-STOVES • KITCHENWARE

.

441 MAIN ST.

now can be beaten!

EDLUND

EGG BEATER

A very practical item to have
in the house. Handy for under
radiators. Venetian blinds, etc.

" fOPMERLY

RlNWORMS

rm

Vzn
ROCKLAND
200

VEWE'<>''

way when you have the
right tools. Another reason
why our
genuine Ford
Service means real savings!

1, Itt RretfMw buwBiili beat/

It is no longer necessary to suffer in si
lence, because a highly effective treatment
' for the ugly infection has now been made
; possible. It is based on a special, medically
' recognized drug principle. This officially
| approved drug element is the vital ingre
dient in P-W, the medically sound PinI Worm tablets developed in the laboratories
i of Dr. D. Jayne & Son.
The small, easy-to-take R-W tablets act
' in a special way to remove Pin-Worms. So
watch the warning signs that may mean
i Pin-Worms in your child or yourself—esi pecially the aggravating rectal itch. And
I don't delay 1 Ask your druggist for
| JAYNE'S P-W and follow the directions.

Pin-Worm relief 1

lOtf
To make glassware sparkle, wash 793-W.
LOW overhead la your gain, yard
in fresh hot suds, rinse, and! while Ooods
of all kinds for sale at lowest
wet rub with baking soda. Let stand possible prices. What fabrics! What
five minutes, rinse again in warm Values! Also Butterlck Patterns. THE
water and they will look like new REMNANT SHOPPE. 200 Main St.. City
7tf
glass.
Subscribe to The Oourier-Gazette

MARINE MOTORS
We Are Now Showing

PACKARD
MARINE MOTORS
F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

BS-tf

SLABS for sal*- Approximately one
rord to load, 82J0 delivered. PIONEBt
LUMBER COMPANY, pleasant Bt. Tel.
36H-M.
_________
9tot
GAS House Coke Io now available.
815 ton delivered for an/ heating or
oooklng need. M B. A C. O. PERRY,
Tel. 487
_ _______
88U
"GRANITE UVB8 FOREVER
Onttlte walks (any width), fireplaces,
posts (any size) boat moorings, steps,
flagging chips, and duet for drlvewaqo
(no more mud) rib np for aH kinds
of Alls and dock work, pier stone, wall*,
foundations, curbing, paring blocks
ashlar and monumental stone posts for
property markers and building eup>
porta. We will deliver anywhere. A*
us about granite Oil loaded on your
truck. Estimates gladly submitted, no
obligation.
____
JOHN MORAN A BON.
Clark Island, Me- _ T01. Rockland tMB
A. C TBtXXSXQ.

1W. Tenaai's Harbor,

m-u
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with sewing and knitting, the “Noneaters” Wednesday at her
beth Warner who has home. Dinner was served and the
guest of Mr. and Mrs afternoon passed with sewing.
:e ,Oeary returned Saturday to
John Walsh of Boston was week
EMMA WINSLOW
end guest at the home of Mr. and
Correspondent
Mrs. Ruth Loveless entertained Mrs. Albert Carver.
the "Bridge 8” Friday night at list
Union Church Circle will meet
TEL. 13-4
home. Lunch was served. First! Thursday afternoon. Supper will
honors at cards were awarded Mrs be served at 5.30. Housekeepers
Mr. Dana Wallace of the Shell Tena Christie, second, Mrs. Sada are Mrs. Marlon Littlefield, Mrs
fish Department of the Sea and RObbins; consolation, Mrs. Florence Katherine Smith, Mrs.,Vera John
Smith.
son and Mrs. Emma Winslow.
Bhore Fisheries Commission, will
Mrs. Mahala Dyer was the guest
The Farm Bureau met last Tivsspeak In Union Church Vestry of friends at Rockland several days day
at the home of Mrs. Nora
Thursday evening before an open last week.
Thomas, with 17 members and two
meeting, on the clam Industry as it
Mrs. Norman Calderwood has re guests present. Thp subject of the
affects the Town of Vinalhaven. turned from a visit with relatives meetfng "Simple Refreshments’’
The public is cordially invited. The at her former home at Camden, w'as very ably handled bv the Foods
Leader. Mrs. Dorothv Headley, who
clam industry has rapidly become Arkansas.
Tlie 'Night Hawks” met Thursday gave out recipes and samples made
one of the State's most valuable as
from some of the recipes. An
sets and Mr. Wallace will explain night at the home of Mrs. Phyllis Italian sphagetti dinner was served
how those Interested in promoting Maddox. Lunch was served and a bv the hostesses, Mrs. Rebecca
the Industry can best do so. Origi pleasant evening passed with sew White and Mrs Mora Thomas.
nally scheduled to speak before the ing.
Mrs. Edith Newbert entertained
Roy Leake Of Greensboro, N. C
Vinalhaven Lions Club, the plans
at luncheon and bridge Saturday
were changed so that the general was week-end guest of Birger Mag night, first honors going fo Mrs.
public might have the opportunity nuson and Jerry Williams.
Margaret Glidden, second, to Mrs
to hear first hand the valuable in
W. J. Blnlsdell visited in Rock- Evi Smith.
formation which Mr. Wallace has, landi Saturday.
Mrs. Geneva Mills who has been
concerning this industry in which
A flock of approximately 100 wild
so many Vinalhaven people have a geese was seen flying eastwa d, guest of her daughter, Mrs. Albert
stake. Time 8:15 Thursday night Friday, by Pearl Dver and Kenneth Celumb at Springfield, Mass., re
Feb. 26. Place, Union Church vestry. Ames. These harbingers of Spring turned home Saturday. She '.va
The T. T. Club, a new school were making their appearance ea-1- aeeomnanied bv Mr and Mrs
Columb who spent the week-end
club, was recently organized by the ier than usual.
Miss Phyllis Black entertained here.
pupils of the Eighth Grade at th<Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Knowlton
Llnooln School, and will meet Friday night at luncheon and formerly
of Vinalhaven, announce
every Wednesday afternoon during bridge with,
...... .....
......... ........
two tables
at play.
the last school period. Officers i First honors* went to Mrs. E’dlne the birth of a son Herbert RanKnowlton, Jr Feb. 14, at
are: President, Doris Dyer; vice Chllles, second to Mrs. Dfirothv
president,
Norma Whittington: Swanson.
.■ Snrlngfiplci.
, , , Mass.
.A sto-k snm
snower
was tivm Mr
Union Church choir held the
^r W0S
secretary. Vivian Hatch; treasure-.
Y*)n£r„F 'T'’’ ’ ’hp TNo:"
Lawrence 'Philbrook; entertain weekly rehearsal at the home of
bungalow hv Mrs Gladys Lawment committee, Edith Coomb3, Mrs. Leon Arey. Thursday nigh' I
Lun^
chairman; Gary Oakes and Ada After practice, lunch was served , ;,v„?nd M7' G'ad’rs
Anthony; refreshment committee. and a social hour enjoyed.
j 't_„seTv?L. Mr^ Noting received
Ethelyn Webb, chairman. Muriel
Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Johnson I
daiIJ*v ’ntt 'j?**’’] 8* ts.
Oakes. Norma Whittington and who have been guests for several ,
’
Pllllb
. .an^
Kendall Young.
weeks at the home of Mrs. JohnDoris v's‘ted in Rockland
Kenneth Durant who has been at sons’s parents, Mr. and Mr<\ Elis a ' _-r av
th« M,v Orth Boudlt-h.
„ Crocket..

VINALHAVEN

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Andrew Watsin arrived
home on the Sunbeam last week
from E. M. G. Hospital ln Bangor
where she has been a patient. Her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Clifton Wat
son, and little girl from Portland,
have come to care for her.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Smith ar
rived home Sunday after spending
the Winter in Rockland at the
Stanley House.
Mrs. Thomas Homing went to
Rockland last Friday on the Sun
beam.
Mrs Melvin Bridges of Stoning
ton is here visiting her mother.
Mrs. Ruby Holmes while the latter
is convalescing from her recent
Illness in the Bangor Hospital.
The town schools closed last
Friday for a week's vacation.
Harlan Luna fell last week and I
broke his collarbone. He had it set
in Bar Harbor and is laid up for
a while.
The Methodist Ladies Aid met
last Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Elizabeth Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Rawland Chandler
and three children have gone for
a week to Monroe to visit his par
ents during school vacation.
Mrs. Calvip Stockbridge

The island was saddened Satur
day night. Ffb. 14. by the passing
of Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge 'form
erly Sophia Smith) at the home of
her daughter Mrs. Jack Whitehill
who tenderly cared for her during
her long illness as she had been an
invalid for a number of years. She
was bom 63 years ago last Decem
ber. She was a member of the
Methodist Church. She was mar
ried 44 years to Calvin Stocktoride
and to them was born one daughi ter. Mrs. Leila Whitehill. She was
a woman of beautiful character
and will be greatly missed by her
relatives and friends. Funeral
services were conducted by Rev.
Mh. Dorothy Johcn. , .tudeot
Wnn-daWM., ” I Thomas Homing Monday, with
with Mrs. Ann Carver. Lunch was at Kents Hill,.is visiting her ”ar-: heI ^7/SmU? Tlmmafion.
burial in Rose Hill cemetery in At
served and the evening happily ents, Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn John- 1, °ues,s. registered at The islander lantic. The floral tributes were
_____
ure cretin^
-e
last week were: Robert A. Lenfest manv and beautiful and showed
---------------------------------------------- ' Miss Ruth Carver came fr.m ' X'-^p, vw'Lp- p?-’™ mT- ■
the esteem in which she was held.
She leaves besides her daughter
■
B
Boston Saturday to ra-s the weekm,W m ' Biv~t' ’t - r
and her husband Cal. who is con
Xri cXParent-S' Mr and MfS Texas':
fined to his bed by illness; a
granddaughter Dianne;a.niece Mrs.
Mr an^Mrs. He-bert FMriek fit
\
Maurice Harding whom she brought
up
as a daughter; besides three
’ W trick's
WcT^other
tricks
mother
mother..Mrs.
. Mrs
M/’Margie
M^Chim
Chille ‘
and KenIwth po>j.
brother
Judson George, and
Mrs. Avis Haskell who w>= ia
|To pay bills—Taxes—Repairs to| towm to attend the funeral of Mr3. Rockland
Raphia. and 'our sisters. Mrs. Lil
lian ctOule; Mrs. Roscoe Joyce,
,home
___ _—Finance a car—Appliances
» .«
- - , Mamie
Fossett, returned Friday to
Boston
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs Laura Stinson, and Mrs. Lena
Or any other purpose, figurc|
Miss Fannie Ames is passing the Torrey.
Miss Jane Lundsford. Miss Eliza
Mrs T aura Stinson of Rockland
beth Waeks. Joseph Walsh of Bos school vacation at her heme in Vi
out how much you’ll need—Take
and Stonington. George Smith.
ton and1 Richard Libby. Brunswick. nalhaven.
The Auxiliary cr the American Mr- Fred Knight of Rockland
|a year or longer to repay—t ome
wPrc wee-end guests nt the home
i of Mr. Libbv's parents, Mr. and Legion Post held a cooked food sale Mr*. Maurice Harding of Biddeford
ln and see ns today.
at W. S. Hopkins store on Saturday. and Mr Herbert Baum of Portland
! Mrs. A. E Libby
Mrs. Foster Morrison. Mrs. Mellie came on the Sunbeam Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. J F West who
NEW ENGLAND
[came frpm Tyler. Texas, to attend Gillis. Mrs. Stanley Quinn and attend the funeral of Mrs. Calvin
FINANCE CORP.
I the funeral services of Mrs. Mamie Mrs. Pauline Quinn were guests of Stockbridge.
i Fossett, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Norman Morrison Wednesday
407 MAIN STREET
In honor of her birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd at Rock
.Frank Hgskell.
TEL. 1133
At a meeting of Fox Island Lodge port.
Mrs. Winnie Murch of Portland
BOOM 203, SECOND FLOOR
The Baird-Calderwood-Morrisonof P Tuesday night, the first
I is guest for a month at the home K
degree
was conferred
five candi Parsons Post of the American Le
ovut &uue..>g, s si umu
I of her
daughter.
Mrs. onHerbert
dates.
mon celebrated its first anniversary
|
_____
4-T-tfg, MacDonald
■■ ■■■■ ■■■ ■■ ■■ aseJ Mrs. Beulah Drew was hostess to ' Miss Elaine Gillis is the guest of Wednesday night.
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Oldsmobile, America’s oldest motor
car manufacturer, is now the first
to mark its Golden Anniversary. In
celebration. Oldsmobilc announces
an entirely new and greatly

LEADING THE WAY INTO A NEW GOLDEN ERA...
•3

. ..
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1948

FUTUKAMIC

. . . the
OLDSMOBILE.

model
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PROBATE COURT NEWS

lifted

[This b Not A

Legal Notice]

Wills Allowed: Grace A. Perry, late cf Rockland, deceased, Gert
late of Rockport, deceased. Gilford rude M. Berry of Rockland named
B Butler and Maurice Dunbar, both executrix; Andrew V. Elmore, late of
of South Thomaston were appoint Camden, deceased, Ruth A Elmore
ed executors; Emma Seilers, late of of Camden named executrix; I.
VinalKaven, deceased, Edwin A. Sel Judson Putnam, late of South
lers of Vinalhaven was appointed Thomaston, deceased, Mabel Bar
executor; Nelson E. Moore, late of bour of South Thcmaston named
nSAFE CRACKER (UNABl.E
Warren, deceased, Earl P. Moore of executrix.
TO OPEN A SAFE AFTER AN
Warren was appo nted executor; j Petitions For Administrat'on Pre
o
Margaret M. Coombs, late of Vinal sented For Notice: Estate, Aurllla
HOUR'S WORK, TOOK 254
haven, deceased, Marshall F. Venner late cf Rockland, deceased.
FROM A PIGGY BANK.
Coombs of Vinalhaven was appoint J. Charles MacDonald of Rockland
ed executor; J. Frank Rich, late of named administrator; Emma O.
Rockport, deceased. Perry F. Rich Hodgkins, late of Thomaston, de
of Rockport was appointed admin ceased. Elroy F. Sproul of Bristol,
istrator, with the will annexed; named administrator; Delia Bird
Eleanor L Griffith, late of Rock Sullivan late of Rockland, de
land, deceased, Louise S. Ingraham ceased, Almcn B. Sull'van of Au
A WOMANS CAR OVER
of Rockland was appointed execu- gusta named administrator.
tr x; Lewis John Robbins, late of
Petition For Allowance Presented
TURNED FIVE TIMES.
Rockland deceased, Carrie E. Rob For Notice: Estate, Clara O. Han
UNHURT, SHE LOOKED AT
bins of Rockland was appointed son, late of Camden, deceased, filed
executrix; Rose C. Stewart, late of by Fred A. Hanson of Camden,
THE WRECKAGE, FAINTED,
Union, deceased, Harriet M. Dim- widower. CUT HER FACE.
mick of Havertown. Pa. was ap
Accounts Presented For Notice:
pointed executrix; Ralph E. Nutt, Estates. Robert J. Ingraham of
late of Rockland, deceased. Carleen Camden, final account filed by Laura
B. Nutt of Ro~kland was appointed A. Ingraham. Guardian; Edward
executrix; Josephine F. Paul, late E Davies, late cf Camden, deceased,
EM'
of New Rochelle, New York, de first and final account filed by Enid
ceased. Donald George Zeigler of Davies, Administratrix.
New Rochelle, New York was ap
pointed executor.
SEARSMONT
Pet tions
For Administration
Roland Mehuren, who spent a
Granted: Estates, William F Cook,
late of St. George, deceased, Flor part of the Winter in Florida, has
MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPARV
ence M. Cook of St. George was ap returned, and staying with his par
pointed administratrix; Ellen A. ents. Mr and Mrs. William Me
Flye, late of Thcmaston, deceased, huren, and his uncles. Gardner and
these "men of distinction." list Ruth B. Flye of Thomaston was ap Drummond Hemenway.
Were Stopped Dead of
ed as Skippers.
Mr. and Mrs. Cnarles MacKenz'e
pointed administratrix; Oliver Wig
Next week Doe Mills and Bickford gin, late of Dix Island, deceased, and Mr and Mrs. Norman Leadbe missing from the Ganders' Wm. G. Butman, Ingraham Hill was bett'er visited Mr. and Mrs Boyd
Ganders Finally Get Their will
1 ne-up due to their failing to quali
nted administrator: Smith B Whiting at North Whitefield. Feb. 8
Comeuppence At Skip fy. while Young and Mitchell will appo
Hopkins, late of Vinalhaven, de
The Misses Verne and Bertha
sit
with
them
on
the
bench
for
the
ceased. Mildred V. Hopkins of Whitten of Belfast. Mrs. Charles
pers’ Hands
same reassn. This will bring Vinalhaven was appointed admin Burgess and 'on Frank of Union,
After winning three stra ght j Grimes and MacDonald back for istratrix; William R. Young, late of and Mr. and Mrs John Burgess of
games and giving the Skippers a the Ganders and Adams and Gull- Union, deceased. Quincy E. Yeung Waldoboro called on Mrs Bliss Marford for the Skipmen. all four hav
Union was appointed adminis riner and Hareld Cobb recently
bad case of jitters, the Ganders ing had a one week’s vacation from of
trator; Katherine M. Bird late of
Bi ss Marriner of Portsmouth,
were finally stepped in their tracks the alley wavs. Everybody was all Camden, deceased, John Bird of
Monday night by the frightened set fcr some k nd of refreshment Camden was appointed administra- N. H. was a week-end guest at the
Skippers, w’ho when they realized this week but cnce again Captain i tor: George C. Long, late of Owl’s Cobb home. He and Mrs. Marriner
a Gander win would tie the season's Grimes failed to come through and Head, deceased. Joseph C. Long of “ailed on her lather. Eben Cobb, at
series, really got down to business there was a great wailing and Owl's Head was appointed adminis the Bradbury Memorial Hospital ln
and tied a ‘ defeat’’ tag on the galli gnashing of teeth when the bad trator; Charles N. Bogle, late of Belfast Saturday afternoon. Mrs.
Marriner accompanied him home
vanting Ganders.
news leaked out.
[ Union, deceased. Shcrlie B. Bogle
after staying for a time
For the past few weeks every
If the Captain but knew it. lie Is of Union was appointed adminis Sunday
with her brother, Harold Cobb.
bowler in the two teams seemed to treading on very dangerous ground tratrix.
At a private nstallation. held on
be in a slump and low scores were when he withholds sustenance from
Petition For License To Sell Real
the rule, but they were upped a these bowling men, and a s tuation Estate Granted: Estate Alice M. Feb 13, Past Matron Bernice E.
little by the Skipmen cn this occa is rapidly developing that will make Kinney of St George, filed by Emma Drummond, assisted by Past Matron
sion, hence the win for them. Pet the European crises look like a fam D Kinney of St. George, guardian. 11. Cardin': Adams as grand mari 'hal. Past Matron Harriet E. Knight
ersen and Poole were welcomed ily row. Watch out Captain, or
Petition For L cense To Convey :rand chaplain, and Past Matron
back a.s long lost brothers by the retribution, revolution and red ruin
Real Estate and Distribute Pr'xeed Ora R Bryant as grand organist, inSkippers for both have been blind will be ycur fate.
these officers of Rosewood
in one eye. for lo, these many
Ganders—Bek ford 217, Sanborn Among Heirs Living in Different j| stalled
weeks and Pete's 103 was the best 272, Mills 249. Shields 274. Ooo.se ! States Granted: Estates, George Chapter. O E.S. for the ensuing
Nash, late of Rockland, deceased, | year: Mrs. Evelyn Lucas, worthy
single fcr the even ng while Poc'.e 282. total 1294
by'Charles S. Nash of Cam matron; Donald Lucas, worthy pa
had the best total with 289 Noth
Skippers—Mitchell 254. Peterson fild
ing to get excited about, but the 278, Young 252, Anderson 266, Poole den, heir; Elbridge A. Wincapaw. tron; Mrs. Eva Thomas, associate
late
of Friendship, filed by Alfred matron; Leroy Thomas, associate
fact that there was an improvement 289. total 1339.
patron: Mrs. Marion Osborne, sec
! Morton of Friendship, heir.
over past performances caused a
petition For Allowance Granted: retary: Albert Bardsley, treasurer;
real wave of enthusiasm to run
FEBRUARY FOG
Estate. Edith A. Fuller, late of Ap Mrs. Louise Robb'ns, conductress;
through the Skippers. “We’re all
The land fog moves.
pleton, deceased, filed by Hayden Mrs. Mina Bardsley. associate con
set now," was the general run cf A:- oss the1 snow -o still and slow —
ductress; Mrs Ida Stoddard, chap
comment. “The Ganders will net Like little cat's feet along the street Fuller of Appleton, widower.
fn early sunrise glow
Mrs Marietta Packard, marwin another game this Winter."
Accounts Allowed: Estates. Albert lain;
the warm south wint
After fixing up his camem. which That moves it on, Hiid then Is gone I E. Snow of South Thomaston, sec -hal: Mrs. Ora Bryant, organist;
he swears was busted when he tock As dew. when the sun. the day has be ond and final account filed by Pris Mrs. Clara Swectland. Adah; Mrs.
H Knight. Esther; Mrs.
gun
seme p ctures of the two bowling
cilla E. Smith, Conservator: Albert Harriette
And night has turned to morn.
Icsephine Aldus. Martha; Mrs.
teams a couple of weeks ago. Pho
E. Snow, late »f South Thomaston, Thelma
With wind and fog
*
Ratten. Electa: Mrs. Caro
tographer Field was again on hand Tie now will go. unseen and slow— deceased, first and final account
Adams warder; Willard Osborne
and cia med to have secured some for Fog will eat nor stop to greet
filed by Gilford B Butler, adminis- line
sentinel.
Mrs. Drummond was in
Wiien
sou'.h
winds
come
and
blow.
special pictures of the two teams.
i trator; W. J. Coakley, late of Rock stalled in the
office of Electa by the
—Clara S. Overlock.
Captain Grimes ts considering send
land. deceased. Tenth account filed retiring matron.
Mrs. Packard. In
ing hts team's picture out td Holly
by
Alan
L.
Bird
and
A.
Walker
Napoleon Bonaparte was a de
wood in the hope that some of the scendant of an old Italian family Brewster, Trustees; Laura Albee of behalf of the Chapter. Mrs. Packhandsome males whose likeness s and was a Frenchman only be Thomaston, first and final account ! ard presented the incoming matron
thereon might get a movie cent ract, cause the Lsland of Corsica had filed by Robert K. Mayo, Guardian; I w th a colonial bouquet. She also
while Skipper Drew has already re joined France the year before he Bertha A. Jordan, late of Warren presented the installing officers with
gifts. Mrs. Lucas, in behalf of the
ceived some inquiries from “collar was born.
deceased, first and final account i Chapter,
presented Mrs. Packard
ad” people and other advertising
filed by Fred Jordan, executor; with a purse
of money.
agencies as to the name and address Advertise in The Courier-Gazette Martha L. Watts, late of Warren
deceased, first and final account
Chop a ripe avocado pear in small
filed by Ruth M. Perry, executrix: teeei. Beal with egg beater un
[ Grlgor Stafan, late of Rockland, til pear is about consistency of
deceased, first and final account whipped cream. Serve one spoon
i filed by Georgia Stevens, special ful in clear consomme. Elegant to
1 administratrix.
look at and elegant to eat!
Petitions For Probate of Will Pre
Read The Ccurier-Gazette
sented For Notice: Levi W. Berry.
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MSTAM/m/TE

Only BOILING Water
Gives Full Flavor

SALADA
TEA

Save hours of kitchen
slavery’ Luscious, ten
der pieces of selected
beef, already cooked
and seasoned! Just heat
and serve!
FUTURAMIC Club Sedon
(White aide wall tires at extra coat.)

The Big News Is The
New Olds! A brand new Oldsmobilc
"98” is here today! It’s the first of
j|)e pu,uramic cars ... introducing

For /'MJf . . .

HYDRA MAIlf
L-^liaDPIVEJr

P

•Optimalitum«■«.

the first of the eagerly awaited new "postwar”

Fisher.

It’s

Oldsmobile’s

Golden

Bodies by

welcome news for possen/yrs, loo, in the lower, wider,
roomier Futuramic body. And there’s good ncies underneath the
hood—a new high-fcompression head which adds extra horse

There’s

power to Oldsmobile’s famous 8-cylinder engine.

Naturally, this brand new 1948 model offers Oldsmobile’s fully

Anniversary model—and

proved Futuramic feature—GM Hydra-Matic Drive*. Here’s

smartness!

driving at its ultra-modern best. No clutch pushing—no gear

carries to a new high the Oldsmnbile tradition of

When you see this Fnturamie. Oldsmobilc, you’ll realize what

shifting—just

"step on the fas and go!”

You go smoothly . . .

important news it brings. There’s style netvs in its dean, flowing
Futuramic lines—its modern simplicity inside and out. There’s

comfortably . •. with thrilling performance . ., the Futuramic,

safety news

See tlie Futuramic Oldsmobile "98”—the colorful new Dynamic
Oldsinobile "60” ami ”70”—on display iu our showroom.

in the greater visibility provided by the new, low
hood design curved windshield, and extra size windows.

into
the lunch box

Hydra-Matic way.

r

on the
luncheon scicid plate
ti

---------

/i

'I

with the after-school snack

FUTUtAMIC 4-0oc, Sados

SEE

NEAREST

YOUR

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY
WINTER STREET,
■c JO.

*----- ■

' -V.

—

■

---------

ROCKLAND
•

TEL 889
,

-. s., ;

,
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IT’S THAT DISTINCTIVE FLAVOR THAT MAKES PENNANT

*

SALTINES REACH THE VANISHING POINT SO OUICKLY.
Good on any occasion and just plain, too. Hungry?
Just try Pennant Saltines

I

F C LB I R

|

s a x2
GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
a A

Zt, Z*>

a

Z^
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Tel. 113-3
Mr. and Mrs. Norman R. Kalloch
and two children Carolyn and Nor
man. Jr. are spending the week in
Boston.
Mrs. Ava Whitney spent the
week-end in Bo ton as guest of Mrs.
Dorothy Wotton. She attended the
Ice Poll es
Miss » Florence
Davidson of
Quincy. Mass., is guest of her aunt
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Reino Suastamoinen, at Cushing.
Mrs. William Harjula and daugh
ter, Helen, and Mrs. Ellen Nelson,
have returned honn after visiting
Mrs. Arthur Harjula. in Quincy,
Mass.
The Democratic town comm ttee
meets at R O. Elliot's office Wed
nesday n ght at 7 o’clock.
Mrs. Robert Spaulding is a sur
gical patient at Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital and her address is Ward
D 2
Miss Helen Lynch, student at Gor
ham Teachers College spent the
week-end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Lynch, Dunn street.
The Lions Club will have a sup
per 6.30 Thursday n sht at the Ma
sonic Temple. Each member is to
have a boy as his guest. A movie
will be shown.
Pvt Francis Ripley, who was sta
tioned at Fort Dix. N J. spent a
few days with his father, Chester
Winslow, beiore leaving for Cali
fornia. Later he will be sent to
Japan.
Misses JanetZHenry of Braintree,
Mass., and Elizabeth Henry of Wil
limantic. Conn . are spending their
vacation with their mother, at their
home on Beechwood street.
Miss Jean Cushing, who is em
ployed in Boston, was week-end
guest of her mother. Mrs. Ethel
Cushing. Elliot street.
Miss Mary Donohue has returned
to Atlantic City, N. J , after spend
ing several days with her sister,
Muss Anna Donohue, Erin street.
Miss Ruth Grant, and friend.
Miss Alice Bcvd of Boston, and Mrs
Margaret Grant of Old Town, wero
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
Henry Stanley
The Thomaston High School boys’
basketball team goes to Lewiston
Wednesday to play Old Orchard
High School, as they were selected
to play in the “M” School tourna
ment.
Miss Eleanor Nelson, a student al
Gorhtm Teachers’ College, spent the
weekend with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Nelson. St. Gborge road
Scorers at the James Chess Club
Feb. 20 were K Baas 4 Hempstead
3, Rich 3. Lavender 1. Others pres
ent were Dr. Flagg, M Bass and M
Spear.
The Parent-Teacher Association
met Thursday night in the High
School aud torium, the sub-primary
winning the attendance banner.
Mrs William C. Brooks was elected
the new vice president. The follow
ing were el'acted for a fund-raising
committee: Mrs. Catherine Spencer.
Mrs. Helen Hallowell. Miss Rebecca
Robertson. Rev. Hubert leach. Don
ald S ara ue A film “The Wilson
Dam School’’ was shown. Refresoments w re ..tried,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MarFarland
and sens, Robert. Jr. and Richard,
were n Boston Sunday visiting
Winifred MarFarland
The Contract Club m»t Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ar
thur Elliot. There were two tables
in play, high score going to Mrs.
Harold Dana and second to Mrs.

TUES., WED., THEIRS.
BIG FEATURES

Maynard Spear. The club meets
next Friday with Mrs. Elliot.
Edwin Leach, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Hubert F. Leach, has been awarded
a scholarship at Harvard University
for h s Senior year
Mrs. Sherman Stanley and son
Sherman have returned to Monhegan after spending several months
at Friendship and in town.
The building budget committee
met recently and approved an ar
ticle for the town warrant, propos
ing $5003 as the start of a building
fund for the new school.
Miss Martha Jack is guest of her
sis'er, Mrs. Maurice Rancourt, in
Waterville..
Pythian Circle meet- Friday aft
ernoon 2 o’clock at the Club room.
Funeral serv ces were held Thurs
day from the DavLs Funeral Home,
Thomaston, for Vinal Killeran, 82.
who died Feb 17 at a nursing home
In Rockland. Rev. Hubert F. Leach
officiated. Mr. Killeran was born
in Cushing, AUg. 23. 1866. son of
William and Eretta McFalland Kil
leran. He was a carpenter by trade
Pnoto by < uiien
and had lived in town for '29 years.
Retiring president Fred C. Gatcomtoe of the Chamber nf ( ommerce,
Surviv ng are several nieces and a
right, congratulates the new president, .Albert MaePhail of Owl’s Head,
nephew.
Entombment was in
Thomaston Cemetery until Spring who took office at the annual banquet of that organization held at the
when interment will be at Friend Masonic Temple last w<ek.
ship

ONE GOOD MAN TO ANOTHER

THOMASTON

TWO

TWO

WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Waldron Osier has re
turned home after spending several
weeks witli relatives in Massachu
setts
Mrs. Alden Waltz of Gross Neck
visited Mrs. Fannie Waltz last
Friday.
Mrs. Leonard Bldwell went
Monday to Salem, Mass., for several days’ visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield
and Mrs. Viola Kuhn have been
confined to their home with bad
colds
Mrs. Herbert Dyer of Belfast is
visiting her sister. Mrs. Fred
Kaler
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase and
two sons of Chamberlain were
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs
Dewey Winehertbach.
Miss Mary Waltz of Portland
spent Friday with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Waltz
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kennedy and
son Harold spent Thursday eve
ning with Mr and Mrs Ralph
Eutrley, Jr., in Nobleboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Oentnner
and Mr. and Mrs. Dewev Winchenbach were Rockland visitors Fri
day.
Mrs. Joan SnroWl and two sons
of Winslows Mills are Visiting Mrs.
Sproul’s father. Stanley Vannah.
and grandparents, Mr and Mrs.
Alton Creamer.

WEST WASHINGTON

The Ladies Auxiliary of the
V. F. W., of Washington was repre
sented at the Augusta House, Tues
day night at a dinner given by the
Maine Ladies Auxiliary in honor of
Mrs. Dorothy Mann of Detroit.
Mich. Those who attended were
Mrs. Merner Boynton, Mrs. Rosetta
Sidelinger. Mrs. Myra Cooley. Mrs.
Grace Bartlett. Mrs. Mildred Smith,
and Mrs. Catherine Wellman.
Mrs. Mildred Smith and son
Rodney are visiting in South
Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. William Marston
visited Mr and Mrs. Archie Hib
bert Sunday. Thev obtained em
ployment in Augusta Mondav
Their two children are staying
with their aunt, Mrs. Hibbert.
Mrs. Maurice Powell is a patient
at the Gardiner General Hospital.
Mrs. Cleo Bartlett had a business
meeting Monday night at her
heme. Present were Mrs. Rosetta
Fidelinger, Mrs Merner Bovnton,
Mrs Myra Cooley, Mrs. Mildred
Smith, and Mrs. Catherine Wallman.
Mrs. Alma Babb entertained a
Stanley oarty Friday night. The
Demonstrator was Mrs Eva Mc
Neill of Woolwich. Present were
Mrs. Mae Hitebett, Mis. Florence
Dawson, Mrs. Pickney. her daugh
ter Irene. Mrs. Dorothy Moore,
Donna Dawson. Mrs. Alma Babb,
the hostess. Refreshments were
served.
WEDNESDAY-T Hl’RSDAY

She's out ol this world
TECHNICOLOR f

COLUMBIA PICTURES
presents

'Rita

WALTER WANGER
presents

CUMMINGS HAYWARD

NORTH HAVEN
Unity Guild of the North Haven
Baptist Church celebrated Tuesday
the 25th anniversary ol its founuing with an all-day meeting and
turkey dinner at tile home of Mrs.
Owen Grant. The secretary gave a
short history of the organization
from its first meeting, with sixteen
charter members, to its present en
rollment of over a hundred mem• oer., not all of whom are living
here now.
For a short time the meetings
were held at the homes of different
members After th“ new church was
finished in 1924 the meetings were
held in the Guild rooms at the
church. Christmas* and Easter seals
an annual Summer fair, food and
rtunmage sales have been carried on
every year.
The treasurer’s interesting report
disclosed that the total receipts for
the 25 years were $21,62&.76. O
this. $8,398.68 has been expended
for the church, $3,565.98 for the
parsonage. $1,118.34 for charitable
organizations, gifts, flowers and for
the Sunday School. After the an
nual rollcall, Mrs. George Beverage
gave a very interesting account of
her recent visit to her former homt
in Glasgow, Scotland.
The men of the Baptist Church
enjoyed a supper at the K. P. hall
Friday night, plans were discussed
for the organization of a CommunI lty Men’s Club. Tt was voted to
have a supper Friday, March, 5.
with each member inviting a guest.
Misses Priscilla and Corinne
Mills and Curtis Dickey are visit
ing friends in Warren.
North Haven High School pre
sented the play, “Hobgcblin House,”
Thursday' night, to a full house.
Those taking part in the play were
Freda. Piiseilla and Corinne Mills,
Daniel and Glenn Pendleton. Leona
and Donald Stone. Jane Shields. Almon Ames, Curtis Dickey, Ruth
Babbidge and Gerald Brewster.
After the play, the entire cast was
invited to the home of Principal
and Mrs H J. Fleming for re
freshments. Mr. Fleming was pre
sented with a beautiful blanket in
appreciation of his assistance in
putting on the play.

CAMDEN
MISS HHI.BN M RICH
Correspondent
Tel 2214

Mrs. Raymond Mayhew enter
tained the pupils of the Elm street
Fifth Grade, of which her son
Dean, is a member, at a luncheon
and afternoon party af the Enow
Bowl Lodge last Saturday. Mrs
Mayhew is "Room Mother’’ for the
Fifth Grade.
Mrs. Edith McCobb and Mi s
Olive Coates attended the Ice Fol
lies in Boston last week.
Mrs. Gregory Gill and daughter,
Patty, of Denzill, N. J., have been
guests of Mrs. Gill’s parents, air
and Mrs. Joseph Coty, Spring
street
Mrs. Maurice Wood, who has
been a patient at Camden Com
munity Hospital, has returned to
her home.
The Rebekahs are having a
Charter Member ano Past Noble
Grand Night, Wednesday. A sup
per at 6.30 will precede the meet
ing.
Mrs. Lottie Gray, Mrs. Lillian
Herrick. Mrs. Dorothy Dalzell and
daughter. Susan, spent Friday in
Augusta and Waterville.
Dr. Douglas Thom of Boston
spent the week end at his home on
Chestnut street.
Miss Louise Dickens was home
from Houlton for the week-end.
Mrs. T. J. French is mending a
few days with her daughter. Mrs.
Francis Richards, in Lewiston
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Babb and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Orman
Goodwin and family left Monday
to attend the Ice Follies In Boston.
Miss Edith Hary of Augusta spent
the holiday week-end with her
mother. Mrs. Lucille Hary.
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie and sons.
Mlton and John are attending the
Ice Follies this week.
The Congregational Ladies Circle
will have a food sale at Bucklin’s
Tailor Shop Saturday.
WASHINGTON
Miss Margaret Thomas and Miss
Helen Prince of Cambridge were in
Misses Christine Chapman, Bea
town for the we»k-end
trice Turner, Anita Anns and Elsie
Judge Curtis Bok of Philadelphia j Wtilnian are enjoying a week’s vawas here on Saturday to inspect 1 cation this week from Erskine
his boat which is being built bv the 1 Academy.
Camden Shipbuilding & Railwav 1 Fon-du-lac Chapter, O.ES., held
Co.
its annua! installation Thursday
Mr. and Mrs A. B Sides of Wa- night. Feb. 12. D.D.G.M. Miss
ban, Mass., have been spending a Winnifred Burkett with Mrs. Ruth
few days at their home in West Smith, marshal, and Miss Doris
Rockport.
Ogier, chaplain as aids were the in
At the Saturday night Whist stalling team, all from Seaside
Party at the Grange Hall. Miss { Chapter of Camden. All officers
Sarah Daniels won first prize; Mrs were installed except Mrs. Esther
Touise Dunbar, the second and Mrs Peabody, Associate Matron elect,
Ralnh Brown of Hope the conso and Anna Luce, marshal elect, who
lation. Another party next Satur were unable to fee present because
day
of Illness. Refreshments were
There will be a nubile supner at server after the work.
Miss Marjorie Ames, daughter of
'he vestry of the Monument Square
Methodist Church Saturday, be Mr. and Mrs. George Ames, who is
attending business college in Au
tween 5.30 and 7 a. a. .
A harvest jamner at 7 n. rn., will gusta was at home Over the week
nroceed the meeting of the Meeun- end and was given a surprise party
tieock Grange on Wed-nesdav night the occasion being her 18th birth
Members of the Fast Union Grange day. Those present were James
will be guests and the Ladies' de Orady and Marie Britso o' Paler
gree team of that Grange will con mo. Marior Jones and Eddie Wil
fer third and fourth degrees on a liams o' Union. Harold Hutchins
class on candidates. Those no* so and Regina Matthews of Liberty.
l’clted for the supper are requested Christine Cha-'man and William
Heminway. Jr. of Lincolnville
to bring sweets.
Beach Marita Nash and Victor
Italv’s handicraft trades are Chapman of Washington, Anita
spending $4,625,000 in America for Ames, Mr. and Mrs. William Hem
equipment.
ingway. Sr., and Sheldon Tracy of
Windsorville Mr and Mrs George
Ames and sone Beniamin ano
CAMDEN THEATRE
George, Jr., and daughter Linda
TUES.-WED., FEB. 21-25
Lou. Dancin'’’'and games were enIn Technicolor
ioveri and refreshments were served
Yvonne DeCarlo
bv the hostess. Miss Amr- was the
lean Pierre Aumont
recipient of many nice gifts.
“SONG OF SC'HF.HERZDE"
TIIURS.-FRI., FEB. 26-27
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Dennis Morgan. Jane Wyman
in “CHEYENNE”

GREER I

COAL
X™ Now $15

‘Z SCaUN GUILT) PRODUCTIONS. to.

Complete Shows at 2.00, 6.15, 7.30
Due to the length of the feature,
“Down To Earth,” it will be shown
only once in the evening, at 7.30.

LAST TIMES TODAY
ROBERT TAYLOR

in
"HIGH WALL”
Sun. Shows,
Weekdays,
Saturday,

3.00 to 10.30
2.00, 6.25, 8J0
2.00, 6.40, 8.40

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Show

ZN ZN Z\ A

Entries of Milton P. Sturges ol
Spruce Head captured one second
prize in competition with more
than 0000 birds from 48 States and
Canada at die 100th Boston Poul
try Shew, Paul Ives, show chair
man, announced.
Th;- bird: competed for blue, red
and yellow ribbons, symbolic of
top-grade poultry, with the cham
pion birds of each class going into
the Hall of Fame, a feature of the
A <& P Food Stores exhibit. In ad
dition the champion birds shared
in premiums Including $500 pro
vided iby the food chain for the
blue-ribbon winners.
A White Plymouth Rock cock
owned by Louis C. Bonfoey of Old
Lyme, Conn., was selected as the
'best bird during the five-day show.
Top scoring honors in the $1000
National Cockerel Classic, were
won by
the White Leghorn
Cockerel entries of Pioneer Farms,
Old Lyme. Conn.

Tel. 2220

The Wesleyan Guild will meet to
night with Mrs Ruth Graffam.
Mrs. Nellie R. Eallard. who has
been spending a week in town, re
turns to Sanford today.
Mrs. Myra Giles left Sunday for
Banger, where she will make her
future home.
The Th mble Club will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Stella Miller.
The G.W. Club will meet today
with Mrs. Ora Burns.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday with Miss Marion WeidI man.
A farewell party was tendered
Mrs. Myia Giles oy her neighbc s
at the home of Mrs. Ellen Bolmdell. Beano was Played with .prizes
for all winners. Those present were;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh,
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Erickson, Mr
and Mrs. Charles Carver, Mr. a d
Mrs. Ralph Wilson, Mr. and Mrs
John Hyssong, Jr., Mr. and Mrs
Robert Young, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Bohndell. Mr an.l Mrs. Herbert
Cioekett, Charles Ciockett, Mrs.
Elmer Keller, Frank Johnson, Mrs
Bohndell and Mrs. Giles., A bounti
ful lunch was served.

UNION
MB?

CHARLOTTE HAWES

Cc. respondent
Telephone 2-21
PUcto 5)y Cullen,
six
■

Wettengel of Hotel Rockland stands Izside the main
Herbert Hawes and Carl Johnson | Manager tlrxauder
unit of (lie sprinkler system which is now in operation.
of Appleton left Monday for Spring- j
field. Ma'S, to attend an Eastein ' The installation of an automatic from another build ng on fire.
States Exchaige meeting, returning sprinkler system has just been com
Mr. Acheson’s first interest, when
Thursday.
pleted at Hotel Ro kland. It covers he bought the hotel about a year
Mrs. Rose Hilt and Mrs Elsie every room in the bu lding, includ ago, was to install a system for the
Wallace of 'Warren wdere recent, ing closets and storage rooms, and complete safety of his guests. The
is unusual in its thoroughness.
unit was ordered immediately and
guestsof Minnie Mathews.
Tlie owner J. M. Acheson, has also lias been installed in its entirety. A
Mis. Zena Nelson and Mrs. Laura
Hastings of South Hope spent Fri carried the system to the exterior fire in any room, or in the most re
of the uuildlng to prevent the mote part of the hotel, will set off
day In Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller visited spread of fire from other structures the spr.nklers in that area and
her cousin in Dover. N. H., Monday. to the hotel. A water curtain can sound alarms within the hotel, on
Miss Marjorie Blake of Camden be established on any side of the the outside of the building and at
hotel where there might be danger fire headquarters at once.
spent Sunday with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. John Upham and ,
baby visited Friday at Mr. and' Mrs day with her mother, Mrs. Tens carnival of outdoor sports.
Arthur Robbins', Appleton.
Nelson.
Dances will be held at Town h.’il
Mr. and Mrs. William Orne and
Fire of undetermined origin, but each Saturday night, under the
son of Monhegan visited recently at believed to be due to wiring, burned management of the Senior Class of
Oscar Upham’s.
a car belonging to Luther Brown
Miss Marjorie Blake and Mrs. last Thursday. The inside was bad High School, Dean's orchestra play
Athleen Blake. 4-H Club leaders, at ly damaged and a spare tire was ing.
tended s conference at Nobleboro burned.
Chestnut or Brooder Coal,' Leon
Saturday, each winning prizes for
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hawes left ard and Messer, Union. Tel. 33-3.
coming the longest distance.
16-19
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kalloch of Saturday for Arlington, Mass., to
Thomaston visited Sunday with his be guests until Thursday of Mr. and Plywood used for making airplanes
Mrs. Lewis Ryan.
sister. Mrs. Lena Moody.
Is as strong as some steel and lightMrs Marion Alden left Monday ) er
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Beckwith of
than aluminum.
Dover, N. H., were week-end guests for Boston for several days’ vtS't.
at Charles Smith’s. Mr and Mrs.
Richard Gleason spent the week , To mend a lace curtain, Iron
Fred Nelson of Gardiner spent Sun- end in Orono, attending the U. of M. ! a piece of starched net over hole.

MRS. GEORGE W, FOSTER
Mrs, George W. Foster died at
her home on Cedar street, where
she had lived since she was born
there years ago. Mrs. Foster will
be missed for her always buoyant
and friendly personality. Her bright
greeting and sincere interest was
devoted to all tvho knew her.
From her youth, Mrs. Foster has
been identified with the musical
life of our community. She was for
merly the wife of Albert Smith, who
for many years, was a prominent
and honored music dealer in our
community. She was an efficient
ass stant to Mr. Smith In his
business and. after his death, she
was a competent administrator of
his estate.
She later became the wife of
George W. Faster, the well-known
piano-tuner, who. for some years
also conducted a piano business In
Rockland.
Mrs. Poster was a daughter of
Richmond H. Havener and Harriet
R. Havener. Besides her husband
she leaves a cousin, Miss Flora B.
F sh. Mrs. Foster made a happy
heme for her parents during their
long life with her.
Mrs. Foster was a member of the
Wight Philharmonic Society and
Rubinstein Club.
Funeral services were held at the
Burpee Funeral Home.

NEARLY ALL-LUMPS—FOR YOUR

STOVE

BOILER

FURNACE

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Telephone 487
ROCKLAND, MAINE

in

TEL. 892.

ROCKLAND

GILBERT C. LAITE
FUNERAL HOME
0 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN

TEL. 8228
DOROTHY S. LAITE
Licensed Funeral Director

ROBERT E. LAITE
EARLE EAMES

Who Pays for Telephone Expansion?
INVESTORS DO.

They buy telephone bonds and
stocks and we use the money to pay
for new telephone facilities. . . . On
the other hand, the money you pay
us for telephone service is used
largely for wages, taxes, and other
day-by-day operating costs.

When you read about the millions
of dollars we are putting into our ex
pansion program, remember — they
are provided by investors to build and
install the costly telephone equip
ment which is at your service every
time you use the telephone.

PROMPT DELIVERY

HOPALONG CASSIDY

“IN OLD MEXICO”

Capture a Second Prize At
the Boston Poultry

Chestnut or Brooder Coal, Leon
ard and Me«ser, Un on. Tel. 33-3
16-79

SOFT

A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
SATURDAY

E A. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

Spruce Head Hens

ISLAND CREEK

JOAN LOURING • JOHN ARCHER

FRIDAY AND

SPRINKLER’AND THE MAN BEHIND

ROCKPORT

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE'& TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Taesday-FrWy
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THEIR BETROTHAL ANNOUNCED

Those Oldtime Bees
Clara Overlook Recalls Mov
ing Of a Barn As One
Of Them

Social Matters

Educational Chib

Thi. And That

Young-Watkins

Able Speakers On Friday’s
Program, Including Po
litical Candidates

Wash.ngton, Feb. 18.
The Woman's Educational Club
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
met in the Congregational vestry
The Cour er-Gazette is a widely
Friday with a full and varied pro
read newspaper. I wonder if, in the
gram.
»
many
States
and
towns
where
It
Guest speaker at 4 p. m. was Mrs
Rev. David P. Bradley of Hull's
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R will [
goes, if the people don't subscribe
Ada M-.Connell of the local Health
By K. 8. F
Cove was the guest speaker at the meet March 1, at 2.30, with Mrs.
Parish supper Thursday night in St. Freeman F. Brown, Jr., Maple
for It over and over, year after,
and Weliare department.
Peter’s Undercroft which followed street. Speaker is to be Rev. Alfred
year,
because of the
many
She described public health nurs
the Woman’s Auxiliary meeting at Hempstead, whose topic is: ‘The
The Republican party started in ing as a community responsibility.
Items, found on its pages that bring
5 o’clock. There was a large attend Philatelist’s Version of the Ameri
to mind things and happenings in 1854 as a third party. Farmers of The needs for its existence were:
ance at the supper. Mrs. Bradley can Revolution.” Mr. Hempstead
their home town in the State of the Northwest, who did not see Shortage cf nurses, increasing birth
accompanied Fr. Bradley.
will exhibit postage stamps com
°ye to eye with either of the ma rate; hosp ta! insurance strain on
Ma ne.
memorating men and events of that
I find that people who ure born jor parties of that uaj—the Derno- nursing staff ; many necessary serv
Miss Elizabeth Shapiro is spend period
ices needed in home; economic seand live 23 years in Mare. when c atlc and the Wing parties—
ing the holiday week end with her
away,
always call Maine “home" and ganize;? a third-party inovemen’ cur.ty of nation.
sister in Bangor.
i Oliver W. Holden. Jr., a student
and
called
it
the
Republican
puny
Tlie public health nurse takes the
many of them plan to end their
| ait M. C. I., is visiting his parents,
after the original party of Thomis family as a unit and has a pre-na
lives
here.
Plans
don't
always
A
Mrs. Walter C. (Ladd and Miss I Mr. and Mrs. Olver Holden, Sr.,
work out that way. but 9 out of 10 Jefferson. The Free Soilers and tal as well as a post-natal program.
i. g Harriet C. Rankin left yesterday for Old County road, for a week and
he
Abolitionists
indorsed
the
idea
There
Is
a
school
health
program
Maine-born people that I’ve met
Mrs. Doris Watkins of this city
P b week’s visit in New York. They has as his guest Ricardo Valladares *
out of State have that plan in mind. and, while not at fust strong, the with clinic. We are four sided: announces the engagement of her
will be guests at Hotel Taft.
of Cienfuegos, Cuba, also a student.'
Mental,
physical,
emotional
and
party
began
to
attract
so
many
There
’
s
a
lead
string
that
’
s
holding
Calvin G. Harris
Louise It. Veazie
daughter. Mary June Watkins to
croups tliat it achieved a position of spiritual.
them fast to Maine anyway.
Sylvia Ann Doherty celebraed her
A birthday cake decorated in blue Their engagement was announced in the Friday edition of this newspaper
Many cities have health councils. Carl H Young, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sometimes it only takes a word importance that it never again
12th birthday Saturday at the home and gold, gift of Mrs. Earl Achorn
to start off Maine fireworks as for lost. While the young party’s first The pubi c nurse must know how Harry Young of Brooksville.
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur of Rockport, was the highllte of the
i nstance "Blackie" says he doesn't presidential candidate. John C to cope with tuberculosis, cancer
‘Mr. and Mrs. I. Wendell Black
MLss Watkins, a graduate of
W. Doherty, Pleasant street. Lunch meeting of the T-Club held Friday
forget the shoveling bee. Believe Fremont, was defeated, it was suc  and venereal diseases.
man of Portland were holiday week
High School Is employed
at noon was followed bv games and night at the home of Mrs. Pauline end
George D. Varney, Republican Rockland
me that wasn't all the type of cessful with Its next one—Abraham
guests
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
tlie cilice of People's Laundry.
the movies. Sylvia received many t MacWilliams, Chestnut street honcandidate for governor spoke a 5 in Mr.
bees" in the olden days Ask any- Lincoln
Mrs.
Arthur
W
Marsh,
Broad
Young graduated from Hig
lovely gifts. Invited ’guests were ' oring Mrs. Irene Moran. Others
• ♦ • •
p. m Maine must provide educa gins Classical
! one who lias lived 3-score and 10
Mr. Blackman has returned
In.st.tute, has served
Margaret Grispi, Nina Hanley. Vic present were: Mrs. Gladys Phil- street.
years about bees. They’ll tell you
Anybody left who remembers tional opportun ties for all, ignor in the Seabees and Ls now employed
to
Portland
and
Mrs.
Blackman
will
toria Anastasia. Armand Plourd, brick. Mrs. Bertlia Thurston. Mrs.
ance
fosters
prejudice.
Maine
must
about mowing bees, wood bees, barn hearing his grandnn say, “You go
by the New England Tel.. & Tel. Co.
Peter Joseph. Dale Hughes and Jan Julia Keene all of Rockland and remain for a week's visit.
raising bees, rock bees, husk ng up attic and bring me down a be run on a budget.
No date has been set for the wed
Adelman.
Mrs. Zelma Dwinal of Rockport.
He
said
he
was
not
commuting
bees and that won’t take them all string of apoles, and we’ll have
ding.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage
himself
to
any
vague
campaign
either.
fried
pies
for
supper?
Boston
W Mrs. Corris Randall was chair
Mrs. Flora Blackington has been of Augusta visited his sister, Miss
Work all afternoon and then sit Globe. I have eaten baked ice promises. The Governor of the
man of the turkey supper served to a recent visitor in Boston.
Isa Beverage and friends in Rock
down to a supper fit for a king. Hear cream and1 quite a variety of State should be a good listener and
the Baptist Men's League Thursday
land yesterday.
them tell of all the good things they strange food concoctions but 1 act promptly after he listens. He
night on occasion of the Frederick
Supt. Robert B. Lunt is attend
had to eat and plenty of them. I ve don't seem to recall that I ever ate favored a full educational program
G Payne talk. Assisting her were ing the N E. A., National AssociaLast Meeting Featured By
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F. Joy and
in its fullest sense.
sat many times and listened to men fried apple pie.
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson. Mrs. ! tiOn of School Administrators Con Mrs. Gerald Beverage went to
At the evening meet ng the guest
who
could
remember
every
man
wlic
•
•
•
•
Mrs. Stilphen’s “Progress
Beulah Wotton. Mrs Ethel Colburn, vention in Atlantic City.
Scarborough Monday to attend the
speaker was Jamas Blinn Perkins.
was there and what they did. There
Mrs. Margaret Robin1 on and Mrs.
Book-Ends
—
Of Sailing Craft”
1 tunerul of Mrs. J. Harold Newcomb.
Jr. of Boothbay Harbor. Republi
wasn't any home brew" n those
Marlon Lindsey. Waitresses were:
Silver ships on coipci base.
Mrs. R. Morton Estes and daugh
can candidate for Congress in the
days,
lt
was
the
cider
jug
that
was
4
$M!
Twenty members of Methebesec
t Mrs Ellen Packard, Mrs Helen ter Jeanne and Donald Estes spent
The Bowdoin swimming team de.
tipped up then. Was it any worse That neatly hold my books 'n Second District.
I Knowlton, M ss Charlotte Cook, the week-end ln Swampscott, Muss., feated Boston University Friday
place.
We are facing a very definite Club met with Mrs. Lawrence Mil
than the beer of today?
ler.
Friday a, ternoon. she was as
i Mrs. Strrlene Palmer
Mrs. Eva as guests of Mis. Gladys Estes.
night in Boston. Paul Moran of this
The last big bee that I can re What know you of the ocean challenge for the survival of repre sisted in entertaining by Mrs Alan
J Greene and Mrs. Reta Coburn.
blast?
city came in first in the breast
sentative
government
in
America
member here in Washington was
Murray, Mrs. Frank Marsh. Mrs.
1 Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond and
some 47 or 48 years ago when Will Your prows have never been rea- whether we like it or not, we must George Davis. Mrs. Blanche Ells
Anderson Auxiliary met Wcdnes- } daughter Janet and Mrs. Emma | stroke event. Feb. 21. Bowdon lost
lashed:
to
Williams
College,
in
Willianisface
facts.
Prescott,
a
near
neighbor,
moved
Kday night with a fish chowder sup- Snow of North Haven are at thp A
and Mrs. Harriet Gardner of
A European recovery program is worth
nis barn from where it was built Your silver sails are gleaming
IF-ier. and meeting A program was ! J. Nichol’s home, Hill street for a tovn. Mass. The National Collegiate
Rockport.
clean;
Swimming
handbook
recently
pub

already
iii
effect.
This
country
Ls
to
where
it
now
stands,
and
up
a
enjoyed. Margaret RacklifT, presi week while Mr. and Mrs. Nichols
A paper prepared bv Mrs. Carl
committed to this program but how
steep hill at that. Teams cf hor es Your copper has a lusty sheen;
dent of the Civil War Memorial As- i are visiting their daughter. Mrs. Roy lished carries a picture of the Bow
Stilphen. entitled: "Progress of
You're
beautiful;
you
serve
ycur
are
we
going
to
do
it
is
the
ques

doin
swimming
team.
and
oxen.
I
dare
not
say
how
many,
II sociation requests the councillors
Sailing Craft" was read by Mrs.
Jacobs in Long Branch. N. J.
place;
tion for us to think upon.
but they came from Union. I, oerty
® from the Orders to mwt at Orand
"I am for a consistent and intel Robert Bums, due to illness of Mrs
But
what
know
you
of
life's
leal
Former
City
Treasurer
Charles
and
other
nearby
towns
and
did
it
Army Hall at 4 p m. Thursday to
Mr. and Mrs. Stanwood Hanson
face?
Miss Virginia Barton, whose en in one alternoon.
ligent atta-k upon a spendthrift Stlphen Mrs. Burns reported on
U discuss the fair to be held in Au- of Wollaston, Mass., were honor H. Morey is a patient in Knox Hos
her recent trip to 9f. Augustine.
gagement to Robert W. Robinson
The late Alfred Vannar was the For life's real face denotes to me j idea of government" said the speak Fla.
y gust.
____ >
guests at a tea Sunday afternoon pital.
er. “I think it Ls perfectly feasbile
The
open
pounding
of
the
sea;
boss
of
tlie
jeb
and
the
pulling
was
of
Miami,
Fla.,
was
announced
in
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Seventeenth century ships were
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Murphy re
Mass Vivian Oakes of Portland McElwee, Broadway. Mrs. Jerome
better than any now seen at the big I’d rather see you wet with spray for us to be in close touch with our not properly designed nor staunch
turned Monday night from a visit Friday’s issue.
was week-end guest of Mrs M R, Burrows poured.
State Fairs. I wonder if any young Than bearing books from day to Congress to mould its course, rather ly built; many a captain had to
than conducting a past mortem two
in Boston.
Pillsbury, Masonic street.
man or old one is alive, who remem
day.—Elizabeth Greer.
Kit HARDS—NUTT
pass ropes around the hulls to hold
or three years later.”
• • • •
bers
that
bee.
I
was
among
those
Harold
Dondis
of
Boston
was
a
Miss Leatrice Carleen Nutt, who stood on the brow of the hill
II Knox Hospital Auxiliary will meet week-end guest of his mother. Mrs.
"I think we can push and pull them together: the crews were
Miss Katherine Loeber of White
Do you believe in heaven »n-1
replacing planks and
J at the Bok Home March 2, at 2 Joseph Dondis. Beech street.
Plains, N. Y„ flew to Orono Friday daughter of Mrs. Ralph Nutt and and w-atched the barn move foot by hell? How could one help it when stops before the thing goes sour on constantly
us. I don’t think it i.s necessary tc rigging. Many a ship that sailed
*V5. m. for sewing and business. A reto spend the week-end with Miss the late Ralph Nutt, and Roland foot
we find so many heaven-helped allqw the country to go bankrupt."
away was never heard from again,
V >ort of the recent Musicale and Tea
Mrs Charlotte Alley Betts is ill Joan Look at U. of M.. and to at Leroy Richaras of Thomaston, son I’ve just read A. Jay See’s article
in the world today. The
Mr Perkins speke briefly upon —lost because her crews could not
|i w 11 be given. Mrs. Leila Smalley, with the grippe at the home of her tend the Winter Carnival and Cor of Mr and Mrs. George Richards, on the reading of 40 to 60 years ago persons
( were married at the parsonage of and his comparison w th that of men and women “iieli-helped" are the recent legislation, in which he furl the great squares of canvass
j of Thcmaston. vice president, will daughter. Mrs. Hugh Little. Broad onation ball.
. the Universalist Church, Sunday, today and I agree with him on its not all Japs and Germans? they took an active part in placing these or swing the awkward yards about
preside in the absence cf Mrs. way.
seen.
time to prevent the ship from
measures before capitol hill; mainly in
Stuart C Burgess who is away.
Harold Look. Jr., of U. of M.. an by the Rev. John Smith Lowe who , unfitness The first novel I ever are too Irequently
• • • •
to put curbs on dictator tactics in being bowled over.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Glover nex, Brunswick, visited I. George performed the double ring cere- started tc read was “The Woman in
The Puritans deliberately chose
Kathleen Aroon
The annual Spring Conference of of Claremont street were honored Loeber. Jr. at S. A. E., fraternity, ■ mony. The couple were attended by
our armed forces. He thought mili
when I was 12 years old. I
the State D A.R. Society is to be Monday on their 28th wedding an- j1 U. oi M. Orono, over the week-end Lloyd D. Richards of Thomaston White"
tary training might be a necessary- Salem and Boston because they
was eaught reading it. and it wa- Why should we parted be,
had
fine harbor*; thev were kept
held in Eastland Hotel, Portland niversary bv Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. I1 attending the Winter Carnival and and Miss Edith Dunbar of Malden, -yanked” out of my hands in double
measure but he felt here in this field
Kathleen Aroon!
bnsv catching cod and freighting it
Mass.
March 23-24. The two D.A.R. Good Lee of Owl’s Head at 4 o’clock din Coronation Ball.
we
must
rely
upon
our
top
ranking
When
thy
fond
heart's
with
mf,
quick time and it disappeared the
toEngland. with cargoes of furs ob
Citizenship Candidates, for the an ner party. Mrs. Glover was attired
The bride wore a powder blue same, and never from that day to
generals to advise of its need.
Kathleen Aroon!
nual Pilgrimage. Miss Jean Young, in her Martha Washington dress.
“We must study ways and means tained from the Indians, and deckCarl Douglas Gray was pleasant 1 street length dress with corsage of this did I ever see it again. That’s Come to those go-den skies
of Rockland, and Miss Regina A beautiful wedding cake was a ly surprised Saturday while listen | yellow jonquils.
to keep hold of powers” of the peo load* of .pars and mast* hewed out
Bright days for us may rise,
olden days and a stern parent.
the forests as extra money
| Quimby, of Rockport, are to be feature of the dinner table with ing to the Pine State Dairy pro
A reception was held at the home
ple and for the people and by the of
O! dry those tearful eyes,
Clara Overlook.
makers.
I special guests of Lady Knox Chap- George Washington favors. Guests gram to hear Don Lewis, Master of of the bride’s mother with Mrs.
people.”
Kathleen Aroon!
Whaling became a lucurative
Iter, and transportation’will be fur were: Mr. and Mrs. Edward F Ceremonies ask Dick Klasi, of tjie Nutt assisting in receiving and
No one person could by his elec
VINCENT A. HUSSEY
Give me thy gentle hand.
rushed them for the 24th, at which F. Glover, Dr. and Mrs. John Smith Jimmie and Dick Troup and Dick Miss Margaret Nutt and Miss Diane Vincent A. Hussey, 49 manager
tion hope to revolutionize a system trade, as the ships en toyed long
Kathleen Aroon!
time drawing .of the name of the Lowe, Mrs. Nettie Wotton, Mrs. j Bradley, the announcer of that Curtis assisting in serving.
over night, but he can constantly 1 e. The Marin" built in 1783
of the H. H. Crie Co., hardware Come to the happy land,
lucky winner will take place. There Annabel Berry, Mr and Mrs Eu- i program at Bangor. WABI to sing
Out of town guests were. Mrs. store, died Saturday following a
use his powers to keep the circuits made 27 whaling voyages over a
Kathleen Aroon!
are more than 100 girls, selected by "ene Stoddard. Mr. and Mrs J. N. ! and Dick said he wished to dedi Arnold Was* Glen Cove; Miss Edith long illness. Funeral services will Ccme o'er the waves with me,
open between his State and Wash period of 70 years, and was sold at
the aee of 81 vears to a Chilean
the various high school faculties in : Southard. Mrs Dorothy Folta and cate the song to Carl who was Dunbar, Maiden. Mass.: Mr. and be held this afternoon at the
These hands shall toil for thee, ington.
merchant By 1792 the NortheastMrs.
Georse
Richards
Thomaston:
the State, who are elig ble for this ’ Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Lee.
Dr.
Gilmore
Soule
gave
a
splendid
sick with scarlet fever and Don
Knowlton & Hewins Funeral Home This heart will faithful be,
Canton trade was flrmly estab
award, but cnly one can win. Trans
Mr.
and
Mis.
Gilbert
Bryant,
Cam

talk
on
life
in
the
Aleutian
Islands
Lewis immediately said, ‘ Yes, in
in Augusta. Bearers will be employ
Kathleen Aroon!
lished. using fur. peDper. spices
Mr and Mrs Frederick M. New deed.” "We will dedicate the entire den; Mrs. Everett Baum Sr.. South es
portation will be furnished these
during the three years of war.
of the company and will include
should we parted be.
Pearlyh‘>!l. tortoise shell, sandeltwo girls by Mrs Howard Proctor, comb were called to Scarborough program to him." If they cod id have Thomaston; Mrs Gordon Stanley John Repose. Rockland; Tonv Re Why
He
emphasized
by
an
excellent
Kathleen Aroon!
Lake avenue, and Mrs. George St. I Saturday by the death of Mr. New- seen Carl’s acc beam proudly with l Glen Cove.
pcem. "They also serve who only woori ard even pearls as cargo.”
pose, Augusta; Richard Graves,
She spoke also of the clipper ships,
Clair, the regent, will accompany I comb's mother. Mrs. J. Harold New ioy they would have been well paid
The bride is a graduate of Rock- Hallowell and Henry Graves of Au When thy fend heart's with me.
stand and wait."
Kathleen Aroon!
comb.
Their fees were not Japanese, one which made trios a full 28
them.
for their thoughtfulness of him. I 1 land High School in the class o’ burn.
O! leave these weeping skies.
but inertia and frustration of ac years between New York and Liv
can assure them that it' was deeply i 1947 and attended art school in ‘Mr Huseey was a son of the late
Wliere man a martyr dies.
erpool England, without ever los
Portland. The groom attended the Mr. and Mrs. Orett J Hussey of
tive service.
appreciated.
schools of Searsmont and served Vasselboro He was manager o the Come, dry those tearful eyes,
He spoke of the thrill of fly ng ing a passenger, a sailor, a soar or
Kathleen Aroon!
over an active wolcano during an a sail Mention was made of the
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will three and one-half years with the Waterville Hardware Co., prior to
* • • •
famous "Red Jacket” built in Ro-kerupt on.
meet Thursday night; ballotting Army in the European Theatre and coming to Rockland in August of
whi-’h laid claim to logging
Cats, too, apparently want to go
average temperature 65 deg. land,
and initiation will be the regular is now employed at Compton’s
1946, having been associated with places in the vacation season. A F The
4’3 miles in one day. “To know
in
Summer
and
34
deg.
during
business. Members will meet in aft
the harware and heating business kitten sneaked on a bus at Pekin. Winter.
ANDREW BALE RANDALL
The
mercury
never th-a' the clippers were a flowering
ernoon tc tack quilts and at 6
for his lifetime.
r Yankee genius will be enough to
Funeral
services
for
Andrew
Bale
Ill.,
but
when
it
became
too
kitten

reached
zero
during
time
he
was P
o’clock, supper will be served with
He is survived by his widow, the ish. it was put off at Creve Coeur there.
kindle American Patriotism down
Randall
infant
son
o:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs Rose Sawyer, vice president,
Milledge C. Randal] of Spruce Head former Pear! Shaw of Augusta: a Disappointed but determined, the
He said one had to resort to hob through the endless generations,
as chairman.
were held at the Russell Funeral son. Frank A Hussey of Rockland feline hitch-hiker bounded aboard bies to combat the fog and mo thus showing England, all of Eur">oe China and the Orient that
and a daughter. Mrs. ^.nita Haskell
Sylvia Copra, 7. daughter of Mr Home Thursday. Rev Maurice Dun of Chicago: sisters, Mrs. Lenore the next bus. curled- up coyly un notony of existence in this bar Yankee brains, what courage and
apd Mrs. Donald Ulmer of Front bar of Spruce Head officiating. En Gifford of Rockland and Mrs. An der a seat, and continued the trip ren land.
strength could do.”
During this time he made an un
street, was injured Saturday when tombment was in Sea View ceme na Rouse of Gardiner and a step to Peoria.
Members voted to contribute each
• • • •
tery, and interment will take place
usual collection of botanical life on toward
struck by a taxi in the street near at
the (Pennv Art Fund of the
An ambitious young man asked these islands He had seme beauti
Ocean View cemetery. Spruce daughter. Miss Cerina Spear of
her home. Following teratment at
General
Federation of Women’s
Rockland
and
several
grandchildren.
a
great
merchant
to
reveal
the
se

Head
ir.
the
Spring.
ful
slides
which
he
showed
after
Knox Hospital by Dr Freeman F.
Clubs by request of Mrs. J Buck
He was a past master of the Au cret of his success.
The
child
died
Feb
17.
Surviving
his
talk.
Brown Jr., and Dr. Wesley WasBlair, president.
relatives are the parents, a sister gusta Lodge of Masons and a mem
"There is no secret," said the
At the evening meeting duos
gutt. the child was taken to her Mildred:
The next meetfng will be in Ma
ber of George V. Bourke Port Amer merchant. “Just jump at your op were given on piano by Miss Doro
and
the
grandparents,
home. Police records show that the Mr. and Mrs. Irving B. Randal) ican Legion and the Kennebec
sonic Temnle Instead of with Mrs.
portunity.
”
thy
Lawry
and
Mrs.
Natalie
Snow
all 8 oz.... DUNGAREES and OVERALLS ... all 8 oz.
child ran in the path of the car and Mr and Mrs. Stanley L. Sim Voiture 40 & 8.
FrancL* Pearson, as previously
’’But." continued the young mm. — Deep Purple" and “Nola” were
which skidded as the driver tried to mons of Spruce Head.
The store will be closed during “how can I tell when my oppor the selections, very cleverly execu planned.
all 8 oz.... FOR MEN AND BOYS ... all 8 oz. ' avoid her. She struck near the
the hour of the funeral from 2 to tunity is coming?"
ted and enthusiastically received by
The W C T. IT., will meet Friday
right front door and was knocked
3 o’clock.
“You can't,” replied the mer all. Mrs. Anna Brazier gave a pa with Mrs. Etta Stoddard Mrs. Ellen
APPLETON
to the ground. Operator of the
taxicab was Harold Mitchell. Jr.,
Chestnut or Brooder Coal, Leon The Rubinstein Club will meet chant. “You just have to keep per on "Abraham Lncoln;” Arlene Hempstead will conduct the wor
Bisbee gave a fine paper on "Cad- ship service Mis* Mabe! Pnrine will
of Rockland who was held blame ard and Messer, Union. Tel. 33-3. at the home of Mbs Mabel Snow jumping.”—Recorder.
• • • •
man, Carmichiel and Hofmann."
five a digest of the article "Alco
less by the police.
16-19 comer of Talbot avenue and Union
John Te-bbel, who last yeai
E. B. G.
hol and Altitude.” from Union sig
streets, on Friday night. Feb. 27, traced the history of the Medilinal. Miss Ada B. Young will pre
which is the regular meeting of the McCormick -Patterson triumvirate
EARLE U. CHAPLES
sent a program on “Neurotics Con
club scheduled to be held in the
“American Dynasiv." now turns
Funeral services were held yester trol ”
Universalist vestrv. A program has - in
to
the
publisher
of
"The
Chicago
day
afternoon
from
the
Russell
Fu

been arranged. and it is hoped to Sun." “The Mai shall Fields. A
neral Home for Earle U. Chaples,
Nathan and Barry Witham of
have a good attendance. Plans for
the Spring Concert, which is to be Study in Wealth," follows the ris former deputy city marshal. Rev Newcastle are spending a few days
held in the Congregational Church ing importance of the clan from John A. Barker of the Littlefield at the home of their grandparents,
Marshall Field I and the store he Memorial Church officiated at the Mr and Mrs' Nathan Witham.
When you have “That” picture framed, come in and
on March 12, will be discussed.
founded to the wide publishing services. Burial will be in Sea View
Groups in Panama are predicting interests of Marshal Field in. New Cemetery in the Spring.
A FEW DROPS OF VICKS
choose from our wide selection of fine mouldings.
Mr. Chaples served for more than
that the United States may pur Yorkers will be interested in what
chase large quantities of commodi is assumed to be the first true his 20 years as sealer of weights and
measures for the eitv and several
ties in Latin America to implement tory of the newspaper PM.
♦ * ♦ *
vears as deputy marshal of the Po
the Marshall Plan.
(DOUBLE-DUTY NOSE DROPS)
Thought For The Day
lice Department. Prior to entering
403 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND. TEL. 1220
God
awaits
men
and
women
r
city
serv'ce
he
was
with
the
Maine
Maine’s Popular Advisor
born after the likeness of His Sou Central Railroad as brakeman and
to invite all members to a Jamily of Erastus and Julia (Clark) ChaSNIFFLY, STUFFY DISTRESS OF
conductor.
reunion.
Over 20 Years Helping Folks
• • • •
He was born in Rockland, the son
Send 5 Questions, $1 and Stamped
Waffles
pies. He is survived by his wife, the
Envelope. Full Page Reading In
Mix and sift 2 cups sifted flour. former Eva Gregory; a son, Donald,
THIS LOVELY
cluded.
3 teaspoons baking powder 1 1-2 who is a resident of Florida; tub
12 Third Street,
Bangor, Me. teaspoons salt. Combine well beat daughters. Mrs. Vivian Lord of It’s wonderful how a,
70-T-tf en yokes of 3 eggs, end 1 1-4 cups Rorkland and Mrs. Arlene Stuart little Vicks Va-tro-nolf
in each nostril acta fast1
milk and add to flour mixture, beat of Presque Isle, and a brother. Carl to soothe irritation, ‘
ing
until
smooth:
add
1-3
cup
.1'
of Thomaston.
open cold-clogged nose
So Soft
reduce stuffiness. And if used ln
DEAFENED? shortening, melted, and fold in 3 When in Portland buy your copy and
time, Vicks Va-tro-nol helps prevent
stiffly
beaten
egg
whites.
Bake
in
So Natural Looking
many
colds from developing. Try it!
Ask Us Why More
het waffle Iron. Approximate yield • of The Courier-Gazette at the Hotel
Eastland news stand.
13*23 Follow directions in the package.
Six waffles.
People Wear the /L
Mr. and Mrs. Sam J. Savitt and
The Women's Association of the
Mr. and Mrs. A. Alan Grossman First Baptist Church meets Wed
have returned from a week in Bos nesday afternoon at 230 in the
ton.
church vestry.

Will Wed Soon

The Methebesec Chib

SENTERfCRANE'S

OUR LOWER PRICE PLAN
IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC!

Great Sale At Wholesale Prices!

PICTURE FRAMING

■JL. JttdR
vtt'mHMn

Colonial Photographic Services, Inc.

Rev. Ruth Mathias

PERMANENT
So Easy To Manage
IS GIVEN BY US
FOR ONLY

MEN’S DUNGAREES........................ $1.89
MEN’S OVERALLS .............................. $2.79
BOYS’ DUNGAREES........ ........... (....... $1.59
BOYS’ OVERALLS................................ $1.59
(slight seconds that will not affec| the wear)

$5.00
FINGER WAVE
WITH SHAMPOO

HOUSEHOLD
SERVICE

Than AII Oth ei

$1.00

BEAUTY GILBERTS SAL0N
375 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. PHONE 142

°NE UNIT
HEARING AIDS
Combned
I

Cef FREE booklet on Deafness^

MERVYN FLANDERS
FLORIST

Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Waxed and Polished Electrically.
Interiors of Homes, Public Build
ings, Hotels, Stores, etc.. Cleaned
and painted.

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

Dorothy Feeney

Fred L. Goodnow, Prop.

TEL. 368-M ROCKLAND

MAIN AND PARK STS.
fiOCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 440

after S.38

13-tf

224 CAMDEN STREET.

CUT FLOWERS

ROCKLAND. ME.

FLORAL DESIGNS
SPECIAL

Carnations $2.00 per dozen

Corsages $1.00 up

Wayside Greenhouse, TeL 718-M
15*11

Fogg Dgfil
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HERB’S A PLOT FOR A MOVIE

A Trip To Jamaica

But It Could Be
According to the old prospector
Here's a plot for a moifc that
Admiral George C. Thomas told me it had taken abut two minutes for

this to happen. Noiw the boss lay
Sft/ttng on my veranda up at Bay- all
there unconscious and bleeding and
ride test (Summer. Admiral Thomas as for the miner, subsequent pro
had Just returned from a trip out ceedings interested him no more.'
to Death Valley and other spots Thereafter th ngs went on in true
on the West Coast, where he in western style. The boss was picked
spected the K Tovar Hotel and up, his head bound up with strips
other places, looking for a suitable of silk torn from the petticoat of
site for a Navy Convalescent hos one of the ladies present, (probably
pital. One of these places visited named Lou) and the 'boys lined up
was the old ghost town of Rhyolite. for a drink on the house.
"So far everything had proceeded
"Rhyolite" sad the Admirral,
used to have a population of sev logically and according to custom.
The boss would probably recover
eral hundred people. The exact
numtoer does not matter, but when and live to quell other disturbances
i
which
it was reasonable to expect
I arrived there on this inspection
trtp a single benvhiskered old pros sometime in the future; and as for
pector was the only one left, and the dead miner, they left him there
he was living in the railroad sta on the floor, his gun still gripped
in his outstretched hand. This, too.
tion.
"There was no railroad in Rhyo was according to custom.
“It was an hour perhaps, before
lite and never had been, but back
to the boom days when the place anybody- thought to give any at
Was a roaring silver oamp in the tention to the dead man, and this
best Western tradition, they built was a mistake, it was a mistake be
a railroad station as an Inducement cause when several men advanced
for the railroad to come. When it to p’ck him up and plant him on
didn't the building was turned into the hillside back of the saloon the
a bar room and gambling hall, dead man pulled the trigger of his
and It was there I met this old outstretched gun and shot and
timer who was using the place for killed one of the men who moved
up to life and busy him."
a home.
That is the story. Told by a man
"The room was just as it used to
be, I Should guess, for it looked who saw it happen. Told, too, in a
Just like some of the frontier bar ghost town on the edge of the des
rooms we see reproduced in the ert. by a man living in a railroad
movies, starring Gene Autrey and station, in the town which never
Hopalong Cassidy. Only some of the had a railroad. It sounds incredible
tables had been moved out and the yet this is what Admiral Thomas
liquor was gone. The place smelled finally said:
“Some of those old timers can do
musty and there was a bullet hole
that attracted my attention ,ln the a lot of Dlain and fancy lying if
woodwork back of the bar. I asked they feel like it, but I’m a doctor.
about that bullet hole and the old 1 know that when riser mortis sets
boy’s eyes sparkled. He launched in the muscles contract and stiffen.
It could be true you know.
Into as lurid a tale as I have lis
G. H. R.
tened to in a long time. ''That shot,’
he daid. was fired by a dead man
and 1 was right there when he done
H.’
'Ttow don't expect me to tell the
story as he did, because 1 am no To Be Held Bv Community
Sam McGee and it wasn't the MamConcert Association Week
alute saloon I was inspecting. It
was, however, a reasonable facsim
Of April 19
ile of such a place, and it was not
Knox Community Concert Assohard to get the picture
"ft seems that this old chap, who ciat'on will hold its annual mem
Was a young fellow then, was there bership drive the week of April 19
to the bar when the door was kicked The affair will be started with s>
open toy a drunken miner with a
si*-gun in his hand. This miner banquet fcr workers at Hotel Rock
was one of the local bad men and land on the night of the 18th, with
lie (was full of red eye and huntin' Marlon Ginn as dinner chairman.
trouble. He announced to all and Campaign headquarters will be at
eurufty that toe was out to get the the Thorndike Hotel.
base Of the Joint and the boss iied
The time of the drive was set by
better show up pronto and come a the general committee at a meet
sbootln.’
ing held in Dr. Jameson's office
"Well the boss came. He came in Tuesday.
from the back room and being used
The Bary Ensemble will appear at
to asserted trouble, he appeared the Community Building in the
both pronto and with his own ar- last concert of the present season
unlimbered The curtomers on the open ng day of the mem
had time to duck under the bership drive
when both men fired and
Concerts in other cities in the
both men fell. When the smoke had State, which Rockland members
cleared away it was seen tha t the may attend, the remainder of the
miner was stone dead and the bo'-s season are at Presque Isle on April
badly nicked by the miner's bullet. 38; Houlton. March 1; Caribou,
The -same bullet which had made March 1; Portland, April 30; Ban
that hole la the woodwork back of gor, March 3 and 4; Augusta, April
the bar.
2 ar.d Lewiston April 28.

Membership Drive

fTLt BL'- .
~
------- -Ganerally, _thc fQflfilrucJlon for a'
1IK A OT Ill lOnQ
half-acre pond surface area, f<fleet'k--------

Loss Of TheHualco

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Rice Many Vinalhaven Persons
Novices At Flying, Found
Witnessed This Wreck
Tale Told By Old Prospector Hard To Believe,
It Very Interesting
91 Years Ago
Walter Teele of Port Clyde has
Tlie new ship Hualco, command
received- the following interesting ed by Captain Morse, sailed from
letter from Mrs. F. W. Rice, Och'> Belfast at 11 a. m„ Jan. 7. 1857.
Rios, P. O., Jamaica, B. W. I.
There was a strong breeze blowing
Just before leaving Beverly, Mass., rrom the N.N.W. and the weather
for Miami. Jan. 7. I put a yardstick was extremely cold.
The pilot left the ship near
into the snow in my front yard
Average 14 to 16 inches on the level. Smith’s Island, with directions to
sail the ship to the westward of
The city hadn't plowed out our side Saddleback Light, but It should
walks for ten days, and I had spent have been to the eastward whloh is
$15 to have our auto driveway shov the proper channel.
Saddleback Ledge is a small rock
eled cut. No wonder we wanted to
go South and get rid of the whole lying N.W. by N. from the light
and about three-fourths of a mile
mess.
The Royal Dutch Line plane, a 4- distant, and is not more than 10
motor job. supposed to leave ea.l.v or 12 feet across the top of it, with
Saturday, so iwe weighed in our suit deep water on every side. This
cases Friday night, when they were ledge is not visible above water but
shipped out to tire airport. We were at very low tides comes nearly to
up at 4.45 Friday and a seven-mile the surface.
The ship going at the rate of 11
bus ride to tire airport. Twentyfour of us boarded the plane, capaci knots struck this ledge, staving a
ty 42. and at 7.15 we were off she hole in her port bow about six feet
across. She immediately filled and
ground.
Circling out over the Gulf Stream settled by the head.
we soon rose into the clouds and The Hualco was bound for New
passed through them td clear sky. Orleans and had for cargo some
or 400 tons of ballast and
9000 feet up. It sure was a sight 300
coming out into a oriillant sun ar.c about 100 tons of pressed hay.
The officers and crew got the
to look down on there white clouds boats
ready as soon as Dossible and
One hour later they served break
fast from the little galley out aft. prepared to leave, while the ship
to drift down the bay.
Orange juice, Spanish omelet, coffee, continued
one boat with dunnage,
rolls and muffins, a ripe pear and a Filling
trunks,
etc.,
hands got into the
card of matches with cne cigaret.t? j other, takingallthe
boat in
Then they passed around the Miami tow; but the wind loaded
was blowing so
morning papers.
withal so terribly cold,
It wasn’t long before we were sail hard and
they could not make any
ing over Cuba, for you could see i that
headway, so had to abandon the
the green sugarcane fields and j boat in tow and lbok out for
mountains. We were making £50! themselves.
miles an hour. At that altitude it
After a hard struggle they suc
was rather cold. Our feet were1 ceeded in landing on Brimstone Is
chilled and iwe needed an overcoat. land about dark, some of them
We crossed the 90 miles between having their fingers badly frozen.
Cuba ar.d Jamaica and ran into
Manv people on Vinalhaven saw
clouds as we began to drop down. the ship when she struck and had
We ran into some wind squalls and j watched the movements of the
the plane bucked a bit, but by 10 crew. The packet schooner Grey
we were over the island of Jamaica hound after returning from Rock
' and at 1005 had landed on the I land. went to Brimstone and took
Kingston airfield. 700 miles from the crew off. bringing them to Car
Miami. That's traveling some, and ver’s Harbor where they were hos
for Mrs. Rice and myself it was pitably entertained and their
some eye-opener, for it was the first wants supplied. Thus in about
time we ve ever been in a plane.
four hours after the ship got un
After that high cole ride it felt derway she was a perfect wreck
gcod at the airport for it was 80 and a total loss. Tlie Hualco was
degrees. Got through the customs owned in Belfast .--From the Vi
all right and found a car from the nalhaven Wind.
hotel waiting for us outside the shed
Uylsses O. Smith of this town In
Ninety percent colored folks on this forms me that his father, who was
island", with only 5000 whites. Col a witness of the above disaster,
ored boys run pretty nearly every once told him that, the people of
thing; well educated under the Vinalhaven succeeded In salvaging
English. •
a great deal of the ship’s wreck
Our colored driver took us into age, among which was a large
the town of Kingston where I eat amount of new and unused riggii<,.
Leroy Coombs also tells me that
a cable home and purchased soil*
good Jamaica cigars, then we made the*Hualco’s bones now lie in a
for Shaw Park Hotel out across the little rove at Otter Tdand which
mountains. It was market day is today referred to as "Ship’s
(Saturday) and the sheets were Cove." and Clinton L. Calderwood
jammed with Negroes, goats, don of Vinalhaven comes forward with
keys and carts, kids and trucks, the information that the moulding
around the door of one of the
wheelbarrows, chickens and pigs.
The fenders of our tar just grazed farm buildings of his former home
by everything, as the driver honsed at Calderwood’s Neck (now the
his horn continually. I hated to property of Elliott Hall) was taken
look back for fear I’d see a string from the wreck and is probably all
of dead behind us. We were soon that is left cf the ill starred ship
Pidnev L.Winslow,
out in the foothills and climbing Hualco
Vinalhaven. Feb. 20.
steep grades with hairpin turns.
Just before arriving at the hotel
It is said America is now be
we went down hill through what
they call Peru Gully, a three-mile coming a near-sigh'ed Nation.
stretch of narrow road just almost
covered and enclosed with giant
ferns. Even with br.ght sun outside
it was fairly dark in there—65 nmes
from Kingston and a three-hour
ride. Passed Blue Mountain—high
est peak in Jamaica—7400 feet.
Five colored porters grabbed my
luggage at the hotel and we w'ent
to our room. A fine view, the seven
windows overlooking the ocean and
mountanis.
COMPLETE
About 5Q guests here, mostly Bngllsh people who have had enough
TIRE SERVICE
money to escape out of England
with its rationing and starvation
AND GUARANTEED
Mrs. Teele would certainly enjoy
TIRE REPAIRS
the flowers here. Thousands of
oolnsettia. hibiscus, oleanders, cul
tivated roses, tropical flowers I've
never heard of. oesides the big
breadfruit trees, banana and co»nut trees.
I haven’t been to Jamaica for ten
years and there’s a lot I’ve forgot
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
ten. But every now and then I'll
think back on that good old Bt:*:?
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
of Maine, the pine trees, the coves
ROCKLAND
and the harbors and1 the Islands, and
, I check off the days and weeks be
fore I’ll be down there on the lsia’.d.

Tuesday-Frtdtf

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

. deep, costs to the vicinity of <300. ,
The dams are designed for each
pond by the Soil Conservation Serv- I
By Margaret Chose Smith
lee technician assisting the Knox- '
Lincoln Soil Conservation District,
and the designs are based on such
Washington, Fdb 25—A broken ready in operation. Although this
Making the best use of every acre Information as type of cover, degree right elbow the result of a fall on will not directly affect the doctors
of
slope,
intensity
of
rainfall
and
Is the foundation of a sound con the longest distance that the water a concrete floor of a garage keeps ! and nurses, the activities of the
in Maine for a few days or un clerical and contact personnel will
servation program. Where a suit must travel. The size of the spill me
til It can be determined whether be greatly curtailed which means
able site exists for a farm pond, no way is also designed from this in an operation is necessary. While a slow down of the already too
better use can be made than to de formation.
this prevents me from carrying on i slow processing of veterans’ claims.
Effective handling of silt deposi- very actively, I am most grateful
velop it for fire protection on the
While I, too, feel there must be
_____________________________
farm
In Knox and Lincoln counties. tion is necessary If farm ponds are tliat it waspn’t a broken hip or leg 1 economy in government, I must re
In addition to fire protection” many
be completely satisfactory. Effl- because I can still get around as peat what I have said many times
other uses are made of farm ponds. I ciem conservation practices must sisted by others and carry on much that we are not going to get any
Borne of the many uses are for stock be maintained on the watershed to of my work.
where by practicing false economy
water, recreation, fish production, control he erosion. Some of the
• • • •
and to create further problems for
home use, fish bait product on, ir- necessary practices tor watershed
the veterans, who have already
Calls
have
just
come
to
me
about
rlgatlon. and for water fowl and control are contour strip cropping,
made sacrifice enough. Until the
the
ice
in
the
Kenneibec
River.
One
furbearers. One of the most recent rotations, cover crops, grassland
veterans and their families are re
uses for farm ponds is for baptism, management and woodland man- group says if it was not for the adjusted and established, we can
ice
perhaps
a
tanker
of
oil
could
Farm ponds have a very definite agement.
Building of a pond j
up to the Gardiner-Augusta not hope for normal living. Mak
place in fire protection on the farm, should be delayed until the neces- ' come
ing these adjustments is very
Many times great financial losses sary conservation practices are es- ! area. The other group says that costly for they will create delays
the Coast Guard could come up
have occurred due to the lack of tablished. If the land of the water- j if
which will only add to the costs
available and sufficient water sup- shed is poor and eroded it may re- ' the river before the ice breaks up, and accumulate more problems.
damage would be prevented.
plies. Too often, the average well Quire two or more years to estab- much
So I have just requested the
lasts the lire pumper Just a matter lwb the practices.
Admiral Farley to
of m'nutes, resulting in consider- | Again, the farm pond plays a very Commandant,
me a report on what can be
able fire loss.
'definite part in fire prevention for give
WANTS “YOUNG RENNY”
A farmer In the town of St. the farm but to be successful It done about this matter. The Coast
is very important in the
Has any reader a copy of the book
George saved his residence and fur- , must be properrly designed and pro- Guard
of Maine people, especially “Young Renny” published in 1906.
ntshings by having a sufficient sup- tected by other conservation prac- lives
along the water and we have author Mazo de la Roche. This is
ply of water from his pond. He ! tices. The farm pond program of' reasons
be most grateful for the first book the Jalna series. I
gives full credit to the farm pond, the Knox-L'ncoln Soil Conserva- their helptothrough
the years. I am have read them all but this one. and
Thls same fanner has also found , tion District Is just one of the many hoping
that
these calls have come the last one recently published. If
that the water table In the vicinity i soil and water conservation and in. in time to
prevent
damage 'by some one who has a copy will loan
has been improved. The well that proper land use practices that are floods.
it to me, I’ll see that it is safely re
went dry previous to the construe- employed by the Knox-Lincoln ;
• • • •
turned, postage both ways.
tion of the pond hasn't been dry Soil Conservation District with the I
Clara S. Overlook,
since the pond has been completed. ! assistance of the Soil Conservation ' Many lives are effected by the
Washington.
Schuyler Hawes of Union con- Service in the development of the Veterans Administration and it is
essential
that
there
is
money
structed a farm pond last Fall complete farm plan for farms in ,
enough and efficiency enough to ad
Recent reports from Germany say
chiefly for fire protection and stock Knox and Lincoln Counties.
minister this great agency properly. 40.000,000,000 Oxford units of peni
water.
Recommendations
have
But
again
we
hear
there
are
more
cillin
are being delivered monthly
been mode to stock the pond with
cuts to be made—that there isn't to the United States and British
brook trout during 1948. The earth
dam of this pond is about 275 feet
A five-day training school and re- money enough to carry on plans al areas of Germany.
roPiaSeg^''^her course iscbelnK held from
The pond is about 10 feet deep, ex- ^b. 16 to 20 for State Troopers at
elusive of a large hole in the middle the Thomaston police, barracks,
about 5 feet deeper and roughly 12 1 with Lieut. Arthur Freeman of Aufeet across. The extra depth will'gusta. in charge.
be favorable to fish. This particu- j Instructors
are:
Fingerprint,
lar pond has a surface area of about Lieut Arthur Freeman; highway
H acre and will hold in the neigh- ■ traffic and safety. Lieut. George
borhood of 600,000 gallons.
' ghaw; case reports, Sgt. Lloyd
Some ponds are made by con- | Hokle; procedure auditor, Atwood
structing a dam between banks Lawrence
This is the most common design, > Attending are: Troopers Harold
Others are dug out ponds made by Bartlett, Sherman Clark, Troop A;
excavating. The water supply for rus^c'J Fletcher, Stephen Conant,
this type may come from springs , Troop B; Reger Baker, Troop C;
or by providing a means of leading George Buzzell. Troop D; Harry
water into and out of the excavated Brown, Troop E; Rufus Bernard
area.
1 an(j Norman Mullen, Troop F
Sufficient data isn't available to ;
___________
give accurate costs on construction. I When you have a floor to clean,
and also the costs will vary with j take a board large enough to hold
every pond site. One farmer ex a pail. Insert casters in the corner TRY LA TOURAINE TEA
cavated a pond about 8 feet deep of board, then you can push board
by 130 feet long by 60 feet wide by with your foot, instead of stopp'ng
YOU M/GHT AS WELL HAVE THE BEST

Paper Read By Ray Thurston
At Knox*Lincoln Soil Con
servation Meeting

We Wanterknow

A Training School

laTouraine Coffee

using a gas shovel two

full

days, and lifting the pail

drive
if you wish

Fay as you

MILLER'S
GARAGE

Ben's Brand-Bur
Power foryear Buick

FIVE DAY SERVICE

It’s

a man’s life!

Do too know whether you’ve got what It takes when the
chips are down?
There's one good way to find oqt just how much of a man
combat soldier. That’s
tops. That's the spearhead—the sharp cutting edge of the
Army's manpower.
you are. Enlist to the U. S. Army as a

The world’s best training for manhood Is In the Infantry,
Artillery and Armored Cavalry. Once you've made the grade
In those hard-hitting services you’ll know what you’ve got.
You’ll have firm confidence In your own abilities.

li OW'S YOUR WATCH?

rt

UR men do a master job of keep
that eases every start and makes
ing Buicks right up to.Buldu driving fun.
high standards. They can get everyOn top of all that, this engine brings
thing out of them that therd is to get.
you the latest Buick features you read

7/

io

j

It’s a proud feeling to be able to say “I’m a U. S. Army
Soldier.” There’s no more honored title than that. It stands
for the finest fighting man on earth.
The work of a combat soldier isn't easy or soft. But it’s
vitally Important to the peace and security of America.
There’s satisfaction in It. There’s good pay—better than in

most civilian jobs. There’s the opportunity for excellent
training In a wide variety of valuable trades and skills. And
there are other things money can’t buy—such as rugged,
clear-eyed health and the lasting comradeship of real men.

/

If you’re 18 to 84 years old (17 with parents’ consent).
physically sound and men
tally keen—If you’d like to
CAREERS WITH A FUTURE
prove to yourself that you
measure up as a man—talk
U. S. Army and
It over at your nearest U. S.
Anhy and U.
Air Force
U. S. Air Force
Recruiting Station today!
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But maybe you’d like the thrill of a
brand-new engine in your car.

about—features like precision cyl
inder boring and Flex-Fit oil rings,
Stratoflow cooling and all the rest.

So, in less time than a good overhaul
would take—and frequently at less
cost—you can have a car with every
thing a brand-new Buick engine can
give you, and a car worth much
more when you’re ready to turn
it in.

If so, we’re ready to do that job too
—ready to put a straight-from-thefactory engine in any Buick built
since 1937.

We have these engines for you right
now because Buick engine produc
tion is running ahead of complete
car output.

Good deal, Isn’t It? Worth
looking into? Drop around
and let us give you all the
facts and figures.

O

You get an entirely new engine. It
has a new carburetor and air cleaner.
It has a new distributor with both
vacuum and centrifugal spark con
trol. It has new wiring and spark
plugs—even a new smooth dutch

VjF
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QUICK CAKE

jaws
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Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layaslde,
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.

m MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, TEL. 1288

Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating

■I:
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C. I. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
■T.-I

